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Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) has been the most widely adopted 
transport-layer communication protocol. Most Internet applications are developed on 
the top of TCP. The performance of TCP is a key factor for the overall performance of 
these network applications. This thesis consists of two parts. Part I studies the TCP 
performance when the server is the bottleneck of the end-to-end path. Part II studies a 
new version of TCP network-congestion-control algorithm. 
Part I 
With the increase of the popularity of the Internet, many new Internet services are now 
available, changing the styles of how networks are used. Application servers have to 
handle abundant amounts of service requests every day. As network bandwidth 
becomes readily available, the performance bottlenecks could easily shift to the 
servers. 
Nagle's algorithm is a mechanism within TCP that aims at preventing the sender from 
injecting too many small packets into the network. The use of network bandwidth will 
be inefficient with small packets since the header overhead will then be large. Nagle's 
algorithm makes use of the round-trip time (RTT) of the network to control the number 
iv 
of small packets that the server can send, with the end result that if the network has low 
bandwidth and the RTT is large, a smaller number of small packets can be sent, and 
vice versa. This alleviates the header overhead problem associated with small packets 
when the network is the bottleneck. 
Part I of this thesis shows that when the server rather than the network is the bottleneck, 
Nagle's algorithm may not work well. We propose a new scheme called 
Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering to achieve better server efficiency and to allow 
more flexible control of the delay introduced by underlying layers. By means of 
experiments, we demonstrate that combining Nagle's algorithm and 
Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering gives a more complete solution to the network 
and server efficiency problem. Perhaps more importantly, we argue that a socket API 
implementing Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering allows a cleaner separation of 
the application and transport layers, so that the application programmer does not have 
to deal with nitty-gritty networking issues and can focus on the requirements of the 
application instead when using the service provided by TCP. 
Part II 
As technology continues to advance over the past decades, new versions of TCP have 
been proposed to deal with new issues that arise due to introduction of the new 
technologies. For example, with the increased use of wireless networking technology, 
random packet loss due to interference in the wireless channel is becoming more and 
more prevalent. The older versions of TCP congestion-control algorithms that assume 
packet loss to be due to network congestion may not work well when the end-to-end 
path contains wireless links. 
A new version of TCP congestion-control algorithm, called TCP Veno, has previously 
been proposed to improve the performance of TCP over wireless networks with a 
random-loss management mechanism. The work in which TCP Veno was original 
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proposed validated the performance of TCP Veno by means of simulations and 
experiments. Lacking is an analytical model that provides further insights into the 
inner working of TCP Veno. 
Part II of this thesis presents two analytical models for TCP Veno. By comparing the 
estimated throughput with previous experimental results of TCP Veno, we validate the 
accuracy of our models for throughput estimation. Beyond confirming the 
experimental results, the analytical models help us to gain a deeper understanding of 
the implications of the new controlled parameters introduced by TCP Veno for the 
overall throughput, especially regarding random loss management. 
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In a computer network, computers from different vendors need to communicate with 
each other. However, these computers may be running on different operating systems -
and have different designs internally. In order for these diverse computers to ‘ 
communicate, there must be an agreement on how they would send messages to each 
other. The rules that govern the communication process are commonly referred to as 
communication protocols. 
To date, the most commonly used communication protocols are the TCP/IP protocol 
suite. As a matter of fact, it has become the de facto standard and common operating 
systems such as Windows, UNIX, and Linux have all incorporated implementation of 
the protocols contained in the suite. 
Generally, there are different layers of protocols that serve different functions that 
enable the overall end-to-end communication. In the TCP/IP protocol suite [Stev 1994] 
there are four layers: application layer, transport layer, network layer and link layer as 








Figure 1: Architecture of the TCP/IP protocol suite 
The link layer handles the details of physically interfacing with the physical 
communication medium (e.g., coax cable, wireless medium, optical link, etc) and the 
moving of data in and out of a computer. The network layer (IP layer) handles the 
movement of packets around the network. In particular, it is responsible for making 
sure that packets can be routed from the source to the destination, which may involve 
many hops along the way. In general, the first two layers, link and network layer, are 
responsible for message transmission in the computer network. Both routers and end 
equipment contain implementation of these two layers. 
The transport layer, in contrast, governs how computers actually communicate at the 
two ends. The transport layer generally is incorporated at the end computers rather 
than the routers. In the TCP/IP protocol suite, the service provided by the IP layer to 
the transport layer is unreliable and data can be lost in the network. Therefore, in order 
for the transport layer to provide reliable communication service to the application 
layer, it must take care of the unreliability inherent in IP networks. 
In the TCP/IP protocol suite, there are two transport layer protocols: the UDP (User 
Datagram Protocol) and TCP (Transmission Control Protocol). UDP does not provide 
reliable communication service to the application layer: (1) packets sent using UDP is 
not guaranteed to be received; (2) packets may be delivered out of sequence. TCP, in 
contrast, provides reliable service to the application layer by taking of both (1) and (2). 
In addition, TCP also ensures the application does not send an excessive amount of 





congestion control algorithms. Many Internet applications make use of TCP (e.g., FTP, “ 
WWW etc.) because of the guarantee of reliable transmission and ease of use. In order 
to make the service simple to use for applications, the implementation of TCP itself is 
actually quite complex. 
During the past decade or so, TCP continues to be improved, and the performance and 
robustness of each new version continues to be enhanced. For example, there have 
been many other enhancements proposed to allow better utilization of network 
capacity. Nagle's algorithm, proposed by John Nagle in early 1980s, is one of these 
enhancements. . 
Nagle discovered that the TELNET application generated a lot of small, 
single-keystroke packets into the network. Since all TCP packets have the same 
constant header overhead regardless of their size, small packets would have a higher 
overhead to data-payload ratio. This means if the same amount of data is sent using a 
large number of packets, more network bandwidth will be used, leading to low 
efficiency. While Nagle's algorithm is effective in dealing with situations in which the 
networks have low bandwidth and networks tend to be bottleneck for the end-to-end 
communication path, we believe in modem communications network with abundant 
bandwidth, the bottlenecks are likely to be shifted to the end server. For example, a 
widely popular server that is accessed by a large number of clients may in fact be the 
‘bottleneck. A main contribution of this thesis is the demonstration that the Nagle's 
algorithm may not be effective when the bottleneck is not the network. However, a 
“ simple mechanism proposed by us can overcome Nagle's algorithm deficiencies and 
works together with Nagle's algorithm to overcome both the bottlenecks in the 
network and at the end computers. The application programmer can make use of this 
mechanism via a simple extension to the socket API proposed by us. 
At the core of TCP, there is a congestion control algorithm. The algorithm ensures that 
the sender will not send excessive amount of data into the computer network when it is 
congested. This algorithm has been refined throughout the years for better 
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performance and robustness under different situations. And currently, the most widely 
employed implementation of TCP suite is TCP Reno. TCP Veno [Fu2001] is an : 
enhancement to TCP Reno, with its congestion control algorithm specially designed 
for effective handling of random loss that is common in the wireless networks. In the 
original work in which TCP Veno proposed, an analytical model was lacking. _  
Performance investigations on TCP Veno were conducted by means of simulations and -
actual network experiments. We believe that an analytical model for TCP Veno may 
help us gain insight into the performance improvements demonstrated in the 
simulations and experiments. Construction of such an analytical model is the second 
main contribution of this thesis. 
Organization of the thesis 
This thesis is organized into two parts, in accordance to the two main contributions 
mentioned above: 
Part I - A New Socket API for Enhancing Server Efficiency 
Part II 一 Two Analytical Models for a Refined TCP Algorithm (TCP Veno) for 
Wired/Wireless Networks 
Part I addresses the'performance bottleneck experienced in servers. Part II provides 
two analytical models for a previously proposed TCP algorithm that addresses 
performance issue within the network. In each part, the background will be briefly 




A New Socket API for Enhancing 
Server Efficiency 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 Background 
Chapter 3 Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering 
Chapter 4 Experiments 




1.1 Brief Background 
Two important research issues in networking are the efficient use of network resources 
and traffic control when the network is congested. In 1984, when networks typically 
had much lower bandwidth compared with today's networks, Nagle noticed a problem 
when small packets are transmitted over the network. For small packets, the overhead 
associated with packet headers can be quite significant. For example, to send one byte 
of data over a TCP connection, an additional forty bytes of TCP headers are needed. 
Such a large overhead can lead to severe performance degradation on networks that are 
heavily loaded, which can occur easily on a low-bandwidth network. 
‘ Nagle proposed"an algorithm to avoid the sending of small TCP packets. The idea is 
rather simple. When there is a small amount of data arrives from the application layer, 
instead of sending out the data as a small packet (we shall use the term "small packet" 
6 
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to refer to a packet smaller than the maximum segment size! (MSS) of TCP), the TCP 
sender will wait a little longer, until all previously transmitted packets have been 
acknowledged. The extra delay allows more time for the application layer to forward 
more data to TCP so that the aggregated data can be transmitted together as a single : 
packet. On the other hand, if and when there is sufficient data to make up an MSS 
packet, the MSS packet can be sent out without waiting for the acknowledgements of 
all previously sent packets. Nagle's algorithm can potentially alleviate the network 
load significantly, particularly when the round-trip delay is large, because the small . 
amounts of data from several invocations of transmission calls from the application 
layer can be combined together to be sent out as a large packet. 
All current TCP implementation include Nagle's algorithm. However, as network 
technology advances, network bandwidth now is a lot more abundant than in the past. 
This has shifted the equation and reduces the original motivation for Nagle's algorithm. 
In the following sections, we will summarize the value of Nagle's algorithm as well as 
some problems that it cannot solve. 
1.2 Deficiencies of Nagle's Algorithm and Goals 
and Objectives of this Research 
1.2.1 Effectiveness of Nagle's Algorithm 
In Nagle's algorithm, the amount of extra delay for small packets is proportional to the 
RTT2, the round-trip time of the TCP connection (i.e., the time between sending of a 
packet and receipt of its acknowledgement). Nagle [RFC896] showed that his scheme 
1 The TCP maximum segment size (MSS) [RFC879] is defined as the largest amount of data, specified 
in bytes, that TCP protocol can handle in a single piece. The sum of MSS and the number of bytes of 
header should be equal to the size of a maximum transmission unit (MTU), the largest size packet 
transmitted. 
2 Refer to Chapter 2 for further details 
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could yield a dramatic improvement in TELNET performance over paths with long 
RTT. Nagle also explored a simple timer scheme in which a fixed delay is used rather 
than a delay tied to the RTT. He argued that using RTT to clock the extra delay would 
provide better responsiveness than the timer scheme in high-bandwidth Ethernet, 
which typically had small RTT and in which network congestion was less likely to 
occur and therefore small packets were more tolerable. 
When Nagle proposed his algorithm, he was mainly concerned with network being the 
bottleneck for the communication path. He needed a way to gauge whether the 
network had high or low bandwidth and the network traffic load relative to its -
bandwidth. RTT is a simple means for doing that. When RTT is large (small), it is 
assumed that the network bandwidth is low (high), and vice versa. Nagle's algorithm 
would work well if the network is indeed the bottleneck. This assumption may not be — 
valid anymore for many of today's Internet applications. First, the network capacity -
has become more readily available through advances in transmission and router 
technologies over the past decades. Second, in many Internet services and 
applications, servers may need to communicate with a large number of clients, and the 
capacity on the servers can be stretched to their limits. These two factors may cause 
the server to be the bottleneck other than the network in the end-to-end communication 
path. 
•‘ To prepare and send out packets, the protocol stack in the server needs to perform 
much computation (e.g., computation of header, transferring data internally from 
� buffer to buffer, etc.). For the same total amount of data (e.g., a file), it is desirable to 
send them out in a smaller number of larger packets rather than a large number of small 
packets to reduce server computation needed. 
At issue is whether Nagle's algorithm remains to be effective when the server is the “ 
bottleneck. To be effective, Nagle's algorithm should be able to improve the server 
efficiency by reducing the number of small packets sent. In Chapter 4，we detail 
experimental results showing that although Nagle's algorithm improves performance 
8 
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in an environment where there is abundant bandwidth (specifically, on a LAN), the -
improvement is not as large as in the timer approach in which a fixed delay (rather than "！ 
RTT as in Nagle's algorithm) is applied on small packets in the kernel buffer. In other • 
words, Nagle's algorithm does yield improvement when the RTT is small. However, “ 
"MM 
the fact that RTT is small limits the amount of improvement observed. In this case, it _ 
would be more desirable to directly control the buffering delay of small packets rather 
than through the small RTT. 
Using RTT as a means to determine packet size makes sense then the network 
bandwidth is the bottleneck in the end-to-end communications path. If the server 
capacity is the bottleneck, RTT will fail to reflect this fact. In this case, too small an 
RTT, such as in the LAN, will cause many small packets to be sent out by the server. 
We therefore believe it will be more desirable to attack this problem directly using a 
timer approach (to be detailed later in Section 1.2.3) rather than through the side effect 
of Nagle's algorithm for two reasons: (1) the effectiveness of the side effect depends ； 
on the round-trip time, which may vary depending on the distance between the server 
and the client; (2) the round-trip time has nothing to do with the intrinsic delay 
requirement of the application and it can vary dynamically over time; and by using the -
round-trip time as the time unit to gather small chunks of data, the delay requirement 
may not be met. 
1.2,2 Preventing Small Packets via Application Layer 
’ One may argue that instead of forwarding small chunks of data to the TCP layer, the 
application layer could have performed buffering and forwarded data to the TCP layer 
in larger chunks. In fact, for many popular applications (e.g., FTP), this is the way 
their programs are written. In that case, there will be no need to count on Nagle's 
algorithm and the RTT, or the timer approach, to reduce small IP packets. 
The application-layer approach is undesirable for several reasons. First, the 
application programmer needs to be more aware of the intricacy of the lower layer 
9 
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(e.g., the TCP maximum segment size) and he/she will need to keep track of the 
buffering and delay status at the application layer. Second, from the network 
architectural viewpoint, this defeats the original purpose of layering, in which the 
concerns of different layers should only be loosely coupled. Third, when writing 
client-server program, it is often more convenient for the programmers to treat the 
TCP socket as a communication pipe which supports a byte stream rather than packets -
with boundary. Fourth, preventing small packets is a feature and requirement that is 二 
common for many applications and it will be undesirable for the application 
programmers to have to face this problem again and again. It will be better to embed 
this feature inside TCP so that application programmers can reuse this support 
provided by the TCP when they write different applications. 
In this thesis, we propose an extension to TCP socket API so that the application 
programmers can specify the delay to be experienced by the data in the TCP buffer for 
the prevention of small packets. In particular, we propose that the application 
programmer should be able to set a "minimum delay" and a "maximum delay" when a 
socket is created. 
1.2.3 Minimum Delay in TCP Buffer 
Different applications have different delay sensitivities. For example, real-time .1 
applications may not tolerate any delay at all, while non real-time applications may 
tolerate higher delay at the TCP buffer to gain better server efficiency. 
� We propose a TCP control parameter referred to as the "minimum delay". Data -
smaller than MSS would stay in the kernel buffer for a certain minimum delay time 
before being sent out, to allow accumulation of additional incoming data in the future 
to form a larger packet. In other words, the "minimum delay" is a parameter that plays 
the same role as the RTT in the Nagle's algorithm. Small packets must incur this delay 
before they can be sent out. By setting this parameter directly, we can avoid the 
situation in which whether small or large packets are sent depend on the RTT of the 
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connection. 
1.2.4 Maximum Delay in TCP Buffer 
Despite the fact that the Nagle's algorithm has been very effective in protecting the 
network from the flooding of tiny packets and alleviating the network load, especially 
if the application-layer buffering is imperfect and the application forward many small 
chunks of data to TCP [Greg 1999], many people suggest disabling the Nagle's 
algorithm [John 1997] [Niell999]. The main reason is the undesired interaction 
between the Nagle's algorithm and other control mechanisms, such as delay 
acknowledgement policy. This will be further discussed in Chapter 2. 
Disabling Nagle's algorithm as suggested, on the other hand, removes the original 二 
beneficial effects of Nagle's algorithm. In particular, if the application programmer is 
unfamiliar with the intricacies of the Nagle's algorithm and the lower layers, he/she 
will be at a loss as to whether Nagle's algorithm should be enabled or disabled for 
his/her particular application. 
We propose that a "maximum delay" as a parameter that can be set by the programmer 
when he/she creates a socket. This parameter controls the maximum amount of delay 
data can incur in the TCP buffer. When the delay exceeds the maximum delay, the data 
will be sent out regardless of whether the packet is small or large, and regardless of 
whether the condition in Nagle's algorithm fulfilled. We argue in Chapter 3 that the 
maximum delay mechanism can be used in conjunction with Nagle's algorithm to 
‘ prevent many problems caused by Nagle's algorithm, and in this way, Nagle's 
algorithm need not be disabled and its original benefits retained. 
The maximum delay also plays another role in limiting the delay incurred by data in 
the TCP buffer for real-time applications. Without the maximum delay, most people 
would simply recommend the disabling of Nagle's algorithm for real-time applications 
that require high responsiveness. The maximum delay parameter allows the -
programmer to specify a delay that is deemed tolerable. 
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1.2.5 New Socket API 
When implementing network application, application programmers typically access 
the service of TCP and alter its property via the socket application programming 二 
interface (API) [UNIX2003]. The TCP socket API can be easily extended to ： 
incorporate the setting of minimum delay and maximum delay. This thesis shows how � 
such modification can be incorporated at the TCP stack. We demonstrate the — 
effectiveness of the API extension for a particular server application via a series of " 
experiments. 
1.3 Scope of Research and Summary of 
Contributions 
The contributions of this dissertation are as follows: 
1. Studies of the server performance with Nagle，s algorithm 
2. New socket API for improving the server efficiency by introducing deliberate “ 
delay for small data at the TCP layer 
The first contribution shows the value of Nagle's algorithm is not limited to the 
_ network efficiency, but it may also yield improvement on the server efficiency. 
However, the design of Nagle's algorithm is to delay transmission of small data 
according to the network round-trip time, and this leads to the widely varying, 
unpredictable server efficiencies in different networks. This observation inspires us to 
examine the more straightforward way of delaying small data by a fixed delay 
‘ s p e c i f i e d by the •application layer. 
The second contribution is an implementation of such a mechanism and the 
demonstration of its desirability as compared to Nagle，s algorithm when the server is 
the bottleneck. In addition, the mechanism proposed by us is compatible with Nagle，s 
12 
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algorithm that they can be combined to tackle potential bottlenecks in the network and 
at the server simultaneously. Furthermore, a side effect of the mechanism proposed by 
us, when used in conjunction with Nagle's algorithm, is that our mechanism removes 
certain deadlock problem and inefficiency observed by previous work on Nagle's 
algorithm. Thus, besides improving server performance, our mechanism also allows 
Nagle's algorithm to work better in a trouble-free manner. 
1.4 Organization of Part I -
The Part I of this dissertation is divided into the following chapters. Chapter 2 reviews 
the background on Nagle's algorithm, and some problems associated with it observed -
by other researchers. The modifications proposed by other researchers to address the — 
problems are also presented. Chapter 3 provides a detailed explanation of the new 
socket API proposed by us. Experimental results are analyzed and discussed in 
Chapter 4. Finally, the conclusions are provided in Chapter 5. 








2.1 Review of Nagle's Algorithm 
Protocols communicate with each other through attaching a header, which is usually of 
a fixed size, at the beginning of a packet exchanged. For transport control protocol 
(TCP), the fixed header size is 40 bytes. In other words, each TCP packet carries a 
40-byte header regardless of the data size it carries. Therefore, the overhead 
associated with the header is also higher for packets of smaller size. 
, Without proper control on the packet size, some TCP services may send small packets 
into the network, leading to inefficient use of network resources. Consider the 
network terminal protocol (TELNET), it allows a user to log in and control any other 
computer on the network remotely. Within a session, anything the user types is sent 
immediately to the other computer giving rise to a large number of packets consisting 
of single-character payload. In this case, 41-byte packets are transmitted in which 
only 1 byte is the data while the other 40 bytes is the header. This results in a 4000% 
overhead that is undesirable for low bandwidth networks, particularly when the 
14 
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network is highly loaded. 
The simplest method to overcome the above problem is to delay the transmission of 
small packets for a certain period of time to allow accumulation of more data before 
sending out a packet. However, a fixed time limit may fail to satisfy the needs of 
different users under different network scenarios. For example, if the time limit is set 二 
to be very short so that it can provide highly responsive service on the Ethernet, the 
same time limit may not be appropriate for a heavily congested wide area network, 
since the number of small packets relative to the bandwidth available on such a 
network may still be excessive. John Nagle [RFC896] saw the need for an approach in -
which the time limit could be adapted in a dynamic manner according to the network 
situation. 
In 1984，Nagle [RFC896] proposed a simple adaptive algorithm, which is now 
generally referred to as Nagle's algorithm and included in most current TCP 
implementation, to limit the transmission of unnecessarily small packets. When the 
application forwards data to the TCP layer via the socket, the data is copied to the 
socket buffer within the TCP layer, where the data is either held or sent immediately. 
If any of previously transmitted packet is unacknowledged and the data size to be sent 
is less than the TCP maximum segment size (MSS), Nagle's algorithm would cause the -
kernel to hold the data in the socket buffer in the hope that more data will become 
“available to be sent later. Each time when the application layer writes to the socket, 
TCP re-examines the data size in its buffer. TCP sends the accumulated data out only -
’ when either (1) the total data being accumulated is enough to form a full sized packet 
or (2) all previous transmitted data have been acknowledged. 
The worst-case or highest delay incurred by data in the socket buffer is the round-trip 
time, when there are no lost packets within the network. This is because round-trip 
time is time needed for all previously sent packets to be acknowledged. In other words, 
the transmission of small packets will be inhibited for a time upper-bounded by the 
round trip time. 
15 
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In the best case when there is no outstanding packets to be acknowledged or when the 二 
application layer forwards enough data for a full-size packet, there will be no waiting. -
In all cases, no more than one small packet can be sent out per round-trip time, and the 
efficiency of network-bandwidth usage can be ensured. 
To summarize, Nagle's algorithm will hold transmission of small packet only when 
there is unacknowledged data. Unlike the fixed-delay timer mechanism, the 
transmission-inhibition delay in Nagle's algorithm depends on the round trip time of 
the network. This makes Nagle's algorithm applicable for any networks, as the limit 
on the transmission of small packets would be adjusted automatically. 
Pros and Cons of Nagle's Algorithm 二 
Nagle's algorithm controls the number of small packets in the network by limiting the 
transmission rate of small packets to one per round trip time. In high-bandwidth __ 
Ethernet, the round trip time is very short; a higher proportion of small packets is -
allowed to gain the advantage of more responsiveness in the services being supported. 
In highly loaded networks, the round trip time is relatively longer; the proportion of 
small packets will be automatically adjusted downward. Nagle successfully designed 
a network-adaptive algorithm to ensure higher efficiency in network usage. 
At the heart of the approach proposed by Nagle is that the network is the bottleneck of 
"the end-to-end path. This was indeed the situation during the era when the algorithm 
was first proposed. Today's networks tend to have much higher bandwidths. A large 
‘ number of small packets are transmitted into the network even Nagle's algorithm is 
enabled. These small packets increase the burden on the server. Although the network : 
capacity may allow a higher transmission rate of small packets, these small packets 
actually give rise to inefficient use of the server capacity. Introducing delay at the 
kernel buffer to reduce the number of small packets can still give an acceptable -
responsiveness in services being supported. In particular, when the server capacity is 
the bottleneck rather than the network, the advantage of the straightforward 
16 
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application of Nagle's algorithm needs to be re-examined. 
2.2 Additional Problems Inherent in Nagle's 二 
Algorithm 
Previous analyses showed that there is a deadlock problem inherent in Nagle's — 
algorithm when Nagle's algorithm interacts with the delayed acknowledgement policy 
of TCP [JeffZOOl]. A purpose of delayed acknowledgement policy is to solve the 
so-called Silly Window Syndrome (SWS). 
SWS [RFC813] is described as follow. When the TCP receiver buffer is full, the TCP 
receiver will inform the TCP sender by means of an advertised window that the sender 
should not send additional data to receiver. The advertised window is basically the 
maximum number of outstanding, unacknowledged bytes the sender is allowed to send, 
and in this case it is set to zero. If the application layer at the receiver then 
consumes/removes only a few data bytes from its TCP layer, a small amount of empty -
buffer space is created in the TCP receiver to hold additional data from the TCP sender. 一 
The receiver will then advertise a small window to the sender and the sender will 
immediately send back a small segment to fill up the available window. The 
transmission of this small segment results in inefficiency in processing time at the 
-sender and receiver, as well as inefficiency in network usage. To solve this, senders 
should delay sending data when window is small and receivers should delay 
� advertising new window [RFC 1122]. For the sender, recall that Nagle's algorithm 
delays transmission of small packets until all previously transmitted data has been 
acknowledged. At the same time, the receiver delays advertising new window by 
delaying transmission of acknowledgements. 
The receiver can normally delay the sending of acknowledgements until it has data to 
send to the sender so that it can piggyback the acknowledgements on the data on the 
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does not have any data traffic, the receiver has to send pure acknowledgements that are 
not piggybacking on data. To keep a reasonable acknowledgement frequency, the 
delayed acknowledgement policy states that an acknowledgement should be sent only 
when every two full-sized packets are received or when a predefined timer, typically 
200 ms or 500 ms, times out. 
Meanwhile, the sender waits for acknowledgements before transmitting the next 
partial packet while the receiver waits for another full sized packet or the expiration of 一 
the timer before sending out the acknowledgment. This results in a temporary 二 
deadlock, which lasts until the delayed acknowledgement policy times out. This -
temporary deadlock problem is recognized in a number of previous studies -
[Robertl999] [JefOOOl] [John 1997] [Gregl999]. — 
Seiner Client 
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Figure 2.2-1: Example of the odd/short-final-segment problem 
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The Odd/short-final-segment Problem 
The odd/short-final-segment problem discovered in [John 1997] is one of performance — 
problems related to the temporary deadlock. For a Web server, when the response to a 
request from the client is composed of an odd number of full sized segments and a 
short final segment, the short final segment would lead to the temporary deadlock if 
Nagle，s algorithm were enabled on the Web server side and delayed acknowledgment, 
on the client side. 
Figure 2.2-1 illustrates the interaction between the Web server and the clients based on 
the example packet trace in [John 1997]. When the server writes data at the application 
layer, TCP breaks the data into segments according to the MSS of that connection. In 
Fig. 2.2-1, the data is broken into three full sized segments (1460 bytes) and one partial 
segment (1176 bytes). When the client receives the first two full size segments, it 二 
acknowledges the server immediately according to delay acknowledgment policy. 
Then, when the third data segment arrives on the client side, the client defers sending 
the acknowledgement of this data segment until either another full sized segment -
received or the timer expires. However, on the server side, Nagle's algorithm limits 
the sending of the last packet which size is less than the MSS till the acknowledgement 
of previous data (3���packet) received. This creates a temporary deadlock that ends 
only when the 200-ms timer, on the receiver side, expires. 
The interaction between Nagle's algorithm and delayed acknowledgment policy is 




When the data is to be copied from the application buffer to the socket buffer, the 
kernel copies a fixed cluster size MCLBYTES (varies with different OS, 2k in BSD 
[Borml999]) each time. For MSS of 1460 bytes, when the BSD kernel copies 2k data 
to the TCP layer, two TCP packets of 1460 bytes and 588 bytes are produced. Thus, ' 
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even when the application intends to transfer an MSS (or a multiple ofMSS) worth of 
data to the TCP layer at each invocation of send(), the transfer process may break the 
message into smaller TCP pieces instead of minimum possible number of TCP 
segments. Furthermore, if there is a mismatch of the size of application buffer and the — 
socket buffer, a message that could have been sent using a minimum number of TCP -
segments would also be torn into smaller pieces. For example, Jeffrey et al. [Jef!2001 ] 
showed that for an Apache Web server with 4096-byte buffer at the application layer, 
when the application sends a 4100-byte message, the message will be broken into four — 
different TCP segments (1460, 1460，1176,4). This is referred to as buffer tearing. In 
many cases, such buffer tearing leads to the odd/short-final-segment problem. 
Phase-locking Effect 
The odd/short-final-segment problem can lead to the phase-locking effect that results 
in synchronized bursts of packets flowing through the Internet. In actual 
implementation of TCP, the delay interval of an acknowledgement is not clocked from 
the point when the packet is received, it times out at the next clock tick of the 
corresponding timer (e.g., 200 ms or 500 ms timer). When the timer has a resolution 
of 200 ms, this excess delay, when the delay acknowledgment mechanism is enabled, 二 
is therefore expected to distribute uniformly between zero and the predefined delay 
interval, say 200 ms. Yet, as observed in [Greg 1999], in real situations, most of the 
delayed acknowledgment experiences 200 ms delay. This could be explained simply “ 
as follows. When the receiver sends an acknowledgment out at the end of a clock tick, 
that will trigger the sender to send the next packet. If the RTT is much smaller than 
200 ms, then this next packet will be received well before the next clock tick. 
Meanwhile, since acknowledgements can only be sent the next time the clock 
advances, the acknowledgement for this next packet will not be sent until roughly 
200ms later. Suppose that there is another small packet after this packet at the sender, 
since the acknowledgement for this packet is delayed by 200 ms, the small packet that 
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Based on the observed problems, some researchers questioned the value of the Nagle's 二 
algorithm and advised disabling Nagle's algorithm. Heidemann [John 1997] suggested 
that Nagle's algorithm was designed for terminal I/O traffic and was not appropriate 
for HTTP traffic. Nielsen et al. [Neil 1999], who also noted the deadlock problem, 
suggested that the data buffering of pipelined applications before writing to underlying 
TCP stack was similar to that caused by Nagle's algorithm. Nielsen et al., therefore, 
advised disabling Nagle's algorithm in pipelined applications (P-HTTP). 
Although Jeffrey et al. [JeffiOOl] show between 6.7% and 18.8% of the responses in 
their model suffer from the odd/short-final-segment problem, he defends the use of 一 
Nagle's algorithm in his paper with three main arguments. The three main arguments — 
are: (1) many people connect to the network over wireless links, which usually are 
both slow and shared; (2) even on fast links, excessive use of small packets makes 
— * 
inefficient use of expensive resources, such as routers; and (3) Nagle's algorithm is a 
useful firewall against sloppy applications or complex bugs that would otherwise send 
too many tiny packets. 
Value of Nagle's Algorithm 
Our experimental results in Chapter 4 further confirm that even on fast links, excessive 
use of small packets makes inefficient use of server and network resources, i.e., 
-Jeffery's second argument [JeffZOOl]. With the main focus on the efficient use of the 
server, we propose to add another limitation on the transmission rate of small packets 
‘ on the top of that of Nagle's algorithm based on the application requirement. Our 一 
proposed mechanism serves as a more direct firewall against sloppy applications or , 
complex bugs as compared with Nagle's algorithm, as per Jeffery's third argument for 
Nagle's algorithm. As our proposal neither goes against the original intention of 
Nagle's algorithm nor requires disabling of Nagle algorithm, the wireless network 
users would not have any problem with our proposed mechanism. 
In addition, our proposal encourages the enabling of Nagle's algorithm. By forcing the 
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sending of packets after the defined maximum delay, the effect of any unfavorable or — 
unexpected delay due to deadlock problem could be minimized. And for time 二 
sensitive data, TCP sender can ensure the data is sent out within the defined tolerable 二 
maximum delay, so that it is not necessary to disable Nagle's algorithm. This will be 二 
further explained in chapter 3. 二 
2.3 Previous Proposed Modifications on Nagle's 
Algorithm 
A number of modifications on Nagle's algorithm were proposed to solve the deadlock 
problem when Nagle's algorithm interacted with delayed acknowledgement policy. 
Jeffrey et al. [JeffZOOl] showed that these modifications eliminate the 
odd/short-fmal-segment problem and yield better overall performance. In the 
following sections, these proposed modifications will be briefly described. 
2.3.1 The Minshall Modification ： 
2.3.1.1 The Minshall Modification ： 
— 
The proposed modification of Minshall [Greg 1998] is as follows: -
"If TCP has less than a full-sized packet to transmit, and if any previously 
transmitted less-than-full-sized packet has not yet been acknowledged, do 
not transmit a packet." 
Compared to Nagle's algorithm described as follows. 
"If TCP has less than a full sized packet to transmit, and if any previously 
transmitted packet has not yet been acknowledged, do not transmit a 
packet." 
Similar to Nagle's algorithm, the Minshall proposed modification limits the number of 
small packets sent per round trip time to be one. However, TCP has to keep a new state 
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variable that specifies the last byte of data in the most recently transmitted small 
packet. When the new state variable indicates the unacknowledged data has been sent 
as a small packet, any small packet would not sent; otherwise, the small packet would 
be sent regardless of the unacknowledged data. This algorithm solves the odd/small 
final segment problem, as any single small final segment would be transmitted without 
any delay, since there was no small packet prior to the last small packet. — 
2.3.1.2 The Minshall et al. Modification -
Subsequent to the modification described in the previous section, Minshall et al. 二 
[Greg 1999] followed up with a new proposal. This version only requires a one-bit 二 
new state variable TF SMALL PREV to keep track of whether the previous . 
transmitted packet is full sized. Similar to the Minshall modification discussed above, 
this version defers the transmission of small packets only when the previous 
transmitted packet is small (TF_SMALL_PREV is set) and allows small packet 
transmission when previously transmitted packet is full size (TF SMALL PREV is 
not set). In addition, this version tries to distinguish the buffer tearing from the other 
source of small packets and not to delay the transmission of small packets resulted 
from buffering tearing. TF SMALL PREV is set only when the length of the sending 
packet is less than the maximum segment size (MSS) and the buffered size is not a 
multiple of the cluster size (i.e., not results from the kernel's use of a fixed cluster size : 
- -
when filling the TCP output buffer), so that two small packets resulting from buffer . 
tearing will not be delayed. • 
2.3.2 The Borman Modification 二 
In BSD, at most MCLBYTES (2k bytes in BSD) is copied to the kernel buffer for each 
write call, and the tcp_output()^ would then receive this single piece of data for 
transmission handling. When the user writes 4k bytes data to the kernel, the 4k bytes 
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data would be sent in the following ways [Borml999]: : 
(1) Without Nagle's algorithm "： 
First 2048 bytes data copied to the kernel: 
2 packets, 1460 bytes and 588 bytes, are sent immediately 
Second 2048 bytes data copied to the kernel: 
2 packets, 1460 bytes and 588 bytes, are sent immediately 
Total 4 packets 
(2) With Nagle's algorithm 
First 2048 bytes data copied to the kernel: -
产 1460 bytes packet is sent immediately and 588 bytes data is buffered . 
Second 2048 bytes data copied to the kernel: 
1460 (588 + 872) bytes packet is sent immediately -
The remaining 1176 bytes are buffered until acknowledgement of previous 
packets are received 
Total 3 packets with delay 
Borman [Borml999] proposed to make the Nagle decision once on the whole chunk of 
data written in a single write by the application. Recall that this single invocation of 
write may be broken down to several data copies (i.e., several invocations of 
tep_output()) in the actual transfer of the data from the application layer to the TCP 
layer. Borman proposed that the kernel should remember the state of the first data -
‘ c o p y to the connection, and apply this state across successive calls to the tcp_output(). 
By keeping this state information, the last small segment caused by the original single 
write invocation can be deduced. When there is no preceding write or the data from 
preceding write is acknowledged, this small final segment would be sent immediately. 
However, if the data from preceding write is still unacknowledged when this small 
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final segment is ready, Nagle's algorithm will apply to hold this small final segment 
until the acknowledgment for the data from preceding write arrives. In both cases, the 
small final segment is sent without waiting for the acknowledgement of the preceding 二 
full-sized segments. This solves the odd/small final segment problem. 二 
For example, again, we consider the case when the user writes 4k bytes data to the : 
kernel with Borman modified algorithm, the 4k bytes data would be sent in the 二 
following ways [Borml999]: . 
(3) With Borman modified algorithm 
First 2048 bytes data copied to the kernel: 
ist 1460 bytes packet is sent immediately and 588 bytes data is buffered 
Second 2048 bytes data copied to the kernel: 
1460 (588 + 872) bytes packet is sent immediately 
The remaining 1176 bytes will be (1) sent immediately when there is no 
unacknowledged data which is written to the connection before the single : 
write of that 4k-byte data and (2) buffered, if data which is written to the 
connection before the single write of that 4k-byte data is still 
unacknowledged when this 1176-byte data is ready to send, until the -
corresponding acknowledgement for previous data arrives 
Total 3 packets 
2.3.3 The Jeffrey et al. Modification 
2.3.3.1 The EOM and MORE Variants 
In [JeffZOOl], Jeffrey et al. experimented with two new modifications on the Nagle's 
Algorithm, EOM (End of Message) and MORE. 
When data is copied from the application to the kernel, a new flag TF EOM is set 
whenever it has reached the end of a message. The tcp_ouput() function will not defer -
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the transmission of the final packet if EOM is set, which will otherwise lead to the 
odd/short final segment problem. If EOM is not set, more data will arrive in the kernel 
soon, the Nagle's algorithm applies. 
If the size of data is larger than the kernel buffer, a new flag TF MORE is set to inform 
the kernel that more data is coming. If MORE is set, the tcp_output() function will not 
send any small segment even if Nagle's algorithm is allowed as additional data is 
expected to form a full sized segment. This tries to solve the buffer tearing problem. .二 
Combined with EOM, it provides a complete solution for the odd/short final segment "； 
problem caused by buffer tearing. : 
2.3.3.2 The DLDET Variant — 
Jeffrey et al. also proposed a mechanism for deadlock detection, DLDET [Jeff2001] in 
request-response type of applications in which the client would send a request and then 
wait for the response from the server on the same socket. 
When the TCP segment corresponding to an application-layer request is a small 
segment, and if Nagle algorithm is turned on, this small segment may be held at the 
sender. Meanwhile, the application may try to read the response from the socket, 
which of course will not be forthcoming since the request has not reached the server 
yet. DLDET solves this problem by disabling Nagle's algorithm on the "send side" 
whenever a read of the socket is blocked. This will clear the small request segment so : 
that it can reach the server immediately (refer to [Jeflf2001] for implementation ‘ 
� details). 
DLDET solves the deadlock problem; however, it does not work in all cases, such as -
event-driven applications and those with two sockets, one for sending and one for 
receiving. 
2.3.4 Comparison Between Our Proposal and Related Works 
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and target at solving different problems. They target at the odd/short final segment and -
deadlock problems while our proposal targets at the efficient use of server capacity, 二 
although as a side effect, our proposal also solves the odd/short segment and deadlock 一 
problems. 
The MORE variant would buffer a small packet even when Nagle's algorithm allows 
the transmission, so as to pack additional data that arrives later into the same packet. 
This is similar to our proposed modification to benefit the application with 
minimum-delay buffering regardless the network situation. Nevertheless, the MORE 
variant applies to the small segments resulted from buffer tearing while our proposal 




Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering 
Although the origin of Nagle's algorithm targets at solving the network loading, we 
have observed that Nagle's algorithm not only protects the network from the flooding 
of small packets but also protects the server from being overwhelmed by sending and 
receiving small packets (packets + acknowledgment) frequently. However, the design — 
of Nagle's algorithm only takes the network situation into consideration. In particular, -
the delay introduced at the TCP layer corresponds to RTT, a network-related entity, 
-and not to the server loading and the nature of the application (i.e., whether the 
application is a real-time application and what is the delay requirement etc.) 一 
’ The advantage of Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering scheme proposed by us can 
improve both the network and server performance in a more direct manner. Our 
proposed scheme makes use of the advantage of kernel buffering mechanism in 
Nagle's algorithm that requires no extra copying or buffering space (refer to section 
3.1.2 for further discussion). The main difference is our scheme allows a flexible 
control of the kernel buffering delay for which the application programmers can set to 
get a balance between the network and server efficiency and the delay encountered. 
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• 
When combined with Nagle's algorithm, our proposed scheme enhances the 
improvement on the network and server efficiency given by Nagle's algorithm alone. 
In this case, how much delay will be incurred by data in the TCP buffer is a function of 
the network condition and the application requirement. 
Take the interactive terminal sessions with special multi-bytes function keys as an 
example. The reason for disabling Nagle's algorithm here is to prevent TCP from 
sending first byte while holding the remaining bytes of the function key sequence, 
waiting for the ACK of this byte [Stevl994]. A better solution would be to buffer the 
multi-byte sequences and send a sequence in a single packet. However, this adds — 
much complexity to the application if this were done at the application layer. The : 
simpler way is to employ our Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering scheme in -
combination with Nagle's algorithm in which the minimum delay setting allows the -
adding of a small delay on the data that is less than a full-sized packet in the TCP buffer, — 
so that multi-byte sequences sent byte-wise can arrive later to be sent out in the same 
packet. At the same time, Nagle's algorithm will improve the network efficiency, 
while the maximum delay setting bounds the delay within the TCP buffer to meet the 
application need and avoids any unacceptable delay. 
In the following sections, we give a detailed description of our proposed scheme. 
3.1 Minimum Delay 
3,1.1 Why Enabling Nagle's Algorithm Alone is Not a Solution? ： 
Nagle's algorithm makes transmission decision based on the network congestion level. 
J： • 
When bandwidth is abundant and the round-trip delay is small, Nagle's algorithm 
becomes less efficient in reducing the number of packets transferred. For the same ~ 
application, the performance can vary greatly from LAN (local area network, which 
gives short round-trip delay) to WAN (wide are network, which gives long round-trip 
delay). Applications may send many small packets to the network unwittingly on 
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LAN. 
As suggested by Erich et al. [Erich 1998] and our experimental results (refer to Chapter : 
4)，the increase in the number of packets exchanged between two ends can lengthen ‘ 
the service time of a given task. The server performance degrades as the handling of -
these small packets transmitted shares a large proportion of the processing time. 
However, application programmers should not be burdened with the details of the 
operation of the underlying transport protocol. Rather, they should be given a simple 
API to facilitate the interaction between the application and transport layers. 
We propose to add a minimum delay in addition to the existing condition of Nagle's 
algorithm. That is, even when the condition for sending more packets in Nagle's 
algorithm is met, the transport layer may still refrain from doing so, in the hope that 
more data will be forwarded from the application layer to be sent together with the 
existing data in a packet. Specifically, the existing data must wait for an amount of 
time at least equal to that specified by the "minimum delay". Once the minimum delay 二 
is incurred, the transfer of small packets would follow Nagle's algorithm if enabled. 
The introduction of minimum delay limits the transmission rate of the small packets 
(and the acknowledgement in reverse link), which is set based on the application 一 
requirement by the* application programmers. In a combination with Nagle's “ 
algorithm, there are limits on the transmission rate of the small packets based on both 
the network situation and the server requirement. 
3.1.2 Advantages of Min-Delay TCP-layer Buffering versus 
Application-layer Buffering 
Instead of our proposed buffering mechanism at the TCP layer, the application could 
also have performed proper buffering in the application layer to avoid excessive small 
packets. That is, the application could be written in such a way that it waits for a 
sufficient amount of data before it invokes the send() function call on the socket. :: 
However, this may add complexity to the application implementation and may require 
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extra data copying. Consider the use of the class BufferedOutputStream in Java 
[J2SE 1.4.1] and the use of the function pair sendmsg()/recvmsg() in C language 
[UNIX2003] as examples. 
The class BufferedOutputStream [J2SE 1.4.1] implements a buffered output stream 
which keeps an internal buffer to store the data written which will be written to the 
underlying system only when the buffer reaches its capacity, the buffer output stream — 
is closed or application program issues an explicit flush. This internal buffer requires : 
extra buffering space and one extra data copy. And explicit information of the TCP -
maximum segment size (MSS) is required to set the internal buffer size to match with -
the MSS of current connection. — 
The use of the function pair sendmsg()/recvmsg() [UNIX2003] may eliminate the 
extra data copy. Take sendmsgO as example, instead of preparing contiguous data in 
the same buffer before invocation of send(), sendmsgO allows data stored at different 
buffer to be gathered and sent out within one invocation of sendmsgO. Specifically, 
sendmsgO/recvmsg() sends/receives using a structure "struct msghdr" which is 
composed of one or more messages. One of the members in the structure "struct 
msghdr" is a list of pointers which each of them points to one buffered data. 
Compared to the function pair send()/recv() which sends/receives only one message at 
one time, the function pair sendmsg()/recvmsg() requires the application programmers 二 
"to construct the "struct msghdr" while they can simply call the function pair 
send()/recv() with the application buffer as one of input parameters. The use of 
� sendmsg()/recvmsg(), however, adds implementation complexity to application 
programming. 
From the applieation programming viewpoint, the advantages of our approach 
proposed in this are: (1) no extra copying involved and no extra buffering space 
needed and (2) no complexity added to the application implementation. In addition, 
the problem buffer tearing could still tear a large segment from the application layer 
into numbers of small TCP segments instead of minimal number of TCP segments 
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while this problem does not apply to our proposed scheme. -
m 
Perhaps even more importantly from the viewpoint of good software architecture and ‘ 
software programming practice, our approach has distinctive merit. It is common and 
more convenient for application programmers to treat the TCP socket as a 
communication pipe that they output small chunks of data continuously. For example, 
programmers are used to write to the connection line by line in Java-Servlet coding. 
Additional delay for performance improvement at the TCP layer is a common 
problem/feature faced by many applications. However, programmers may not be 
aware of the performance issues at the TCP layer. From the viewpoint of network 
architectural design, the responsibility of different layers should be loosely coupled. 
Programmers should not have to keep track of the setting or performance of — 
underlying layers in their implementation. It would be more elegant to implement this 
functionality at the TCP layer so that it can be reused by different applications and 
programmers will not need to solve the same problem again and again. “ 
3.2 Maximum Delay 
3.2.1 Why Enabling Nagle's Algorithm Alone is Not a Solution? 
.The motivation of disabling Nagle's algorithm is to avoid any unacceptable delay. For 
example, the misbehavior of the interaction between Nagle's algorithm and delay 
acknowledgement policy discussed in Chapter 2 gives rise to a lengthy delay. And the 
round trip time varies from link to link. We have a very short round trip time on LAN 
but a very long round trip time on WAN. In real time applications, the packets _ 
‘ t r ans fe r red are delay-sensitive; the uncontrollable delay, varying with the round trip 
time, imposed by Nagle's algorithm may cause delay that is not acceptable. 
We propose to also limit the maximum delay imposed on the small packet. When data 
is buffered in the kernel for more than the "maximum delay", it will be sent out 
regardless of whether Nagle's condition is satisfied or not. Naturally, maximum delay 
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must be set so that it is more than the minimum delay or otherwise it will overwrite the 
restriction of the minimum delay. 
One basic assumption here is the congestion control algorithm of TCP stack is — 
effective in preventing any network congestion collapse. The long physical distance : 
between two ends, instead of the network congestion, accounts for the lengthy round “ 
trip time. Any transmission of packets on expiry of maximum delay will not lead to “ 
any network congestion problem. 
The maximum delay upper bounds the delay, time spent in the kernel buffer, 
experienced by a packet. This is mainly used together with Nagle's algorithm. It 
keeps a regular transmission rate of data. If Nagle's algorithm keeps the data waiting 
longer than the data can afford, the sender would send the data out automatically. 
3.2.2 Advantages of Max-delay TCP Buffering versus Nagle's 
Algorithm 
In many cases, the small sized data could be buffered for a certain period of time to 
take the benefit of buffering. This does not go against the intention of Nagle's -
algorithm to avoid flooding of many small packets. However, the delay that the data 
can tolerate varies from application to application. Real-time application requires a 
very strict delay upper limit which Nagle's algorithm can not guarantee, while for ^ 
application like X window system, the buffering actually can improve the efficiency of “ 
the network and server especially a busy server. 
Instead of either enabling or disabling Nagle's algorithm totally, application 
programmers should be able to control the delay experienced by the clients directly so 
‘ t h a t application'could be benefited with buffering without the risk of suffering 
unexpected lengthy delay. 
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3.3 Interaction with Nagle's Algorithm 
In this section, we look into some examples to illustrate the operation of our proposed 
Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering scheme. In Fig. 3.3-1 to 3.3-4，the arrows 
above the horizontal straight line indicate the occurrence times of events and that 
below indicate the times at which TCP takes actions. The gray dotted arrows indicate 
the expected occurrence time of events that would no longer occur. 
1. Very short round trip time. (RTT < min delay < max delay) 
When the round trip time is very short, the acknowledgement of previously sent data 
arrives in a very short period of time. This is usually the case in a local area network 
(LAN). Nagle's algorithm allows the transmission regardless of the data size when the 
acknowledgement is back. However, if we have set the minimum delay, any 
transmission of small packets is prohibited within the period defined even Nagle's 
algorithm permits it as shown in Fig. 3.3-1. 
This sets a transmission rate based on the server requirement for better server 
efficiency. 
2. Short round trip time but longer than the minimum delay set. (min delay < RTT < 
-max d e l a y ) ‘ 
When the round trip time is short but longer than the minimum delay set, this will be -
� the same as if only Nagle's algorithm is enabled. The small packet will be sent when "‘ 
the acknowledgement arrives. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.3-2. 
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Figure 3.3-1: Underlying interaction diagram for case 1 一 very short RTT 




Figure 3.3-2: Underlying interactions diagram for case 2 - short RTT but longer than -
min delay "‘ 
Data Min Max Nagle's 
V i J： v -
• Packet out 
Figure 3.3„-3: Underlying interactions diagram for case 3 - long RTT/deadlock 
happens 
� 3. Long round trip time/deadlock happens, (min delay < max delay < RTT) 
When the round trip time is very long or the receiver delays the acknowledgement 
leading to a deadlock between two ends, Nagle's algorithm will delay the transmission 
for a long period of time as shown in Fig 3.3-3. If the maximum delay were set, the 
small packet would be sent into the network connection immediately when the -
maximum delay expires. -
This keeps a transmission rate based on the time-sensitiveness of the application. 
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Packet out 
Become : 
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、’- ：： i I  
> f 
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Figure 3.3-4: Underlying interactions diagram for case 4 一 data accumulates to form a 
full-sized packet 
4. Data accumulates to form a full-sized packet. 
Whenever the data in the kernel buffer accumulates to form a full-sized packet, it will 
be sent immediately as none of the algorithm applies to hold the full-sized packet. 
Figure 3.3-4 shows the two cases in which data accumulates to form a full-sized packet 
before the kernel is allowed to forward the small packet. Efficiency of network or 
server could not be improved further by deferring the transmission of any full-sized ：： 
-packet. -
3.4 When to Apply Our Proposed Scheme? -
Jeffrey et al. [Jeff2001] has looked at four different TCP application types: 
1. One-way bulk data transfer: Data is transferred on the forward link while little 
or no data is transferred on the reverse link, such as FTP. 
2. Telnet-style two-way data transfer: Data is transferred on both the forward link 
and reverse link, which requires a highly responsive service, such as TELNET. 
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3. RPC-style exchanges: Request-response exchange application, for which client _ 
waits for the response from server before sending the next request, such as 
client-server mode ofNNTP [RFC821]. 
4. Pipelined exchanges in soft-real-time applications: Real-time applications 
require an instant transmission of short messages between two ends, in which 
the requests of clients are pipelined on the server side, such as P-HTTP and X 
window system. 
In this section, we will discuss our proposed scheme with regard to the above four 
application types. _ 
For application types 1 and 2, the original proposal of Nagle's algorithm [RFC896] has “ 
proved the effectiveness of Nagle's algorithm in improving the performance. Our 
proposed scheme does not go against Nagle's algorithm but allows a flexible control of 
the delay. Therefore, our proposed scheme should work fine with application types 1 
and 2. 
Consider cases 1，2 and 4 mentioned in Section 3.3，our proposed scheme would 
improve the performance of application of types 1 and 2 in the same way as Nagle's 
algorithm, reducing the number of small packets. In case 1, our proposed mechanisms 
even further reduce the transmission of small packets on the fast links to give a better 
server efficiency resulting in an overall improvement of application performance. 
Case 3 seldom happens with type 2 application, as acknowledgement is usually back 
padding in the packets transmitted on the reverse link. And the data of type 1 
application is usually not time-sensitive and does not require a very maximum delay to I 
be set; therefore, case 3 usually does not happen with type 1 application unless 
maximum delay applies to solve any deadlock problem. 
In [Jeff2001], Jeffrey et al. suggested that Nagle's algorithm was problematic with -
application type 3 and 4 where minor modification to Nagle's algorithm can provide 
near-optimal performance for type 3 but no possible way to improve for type 4. The 
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main problem of Nagle's algorithm with type 3 is the deadlock problem due to the 
interaction between Nagle's algorithm and the delay acknowledgement policy. And 
that with type 4 is the unpredictable delay caused by Nagle's algorithm. T ' 
Although the maximum delay appears to go against Nagle's algorithm, it actually * 
protects the data from being delayed longer than that can be tolerated and solves the 一 
deadlock problem between Nagle's algorithm and delay acknowledgement policy. 
The maximum delay setting serves as a work around for the problem with application : 
type 3 by breaking the deadlock on time out. For application type 4, application 
programmers are allowed to set an explicit maximum delay that the time-sensitive data 
can experience without any harm. As a result, the data is transmitted at rate lower 
bounded by an acceptable rate. This is mainly the case 3 mentioned in Section 3.3. 
3.5 New Socket Option Description 
The standard system calls setsockopt() and getsockopt() in the socket API are to set —一 
and examine the features of an open socket. Four new protocol specific (TCP) options : 
are added as listed in Table 3.5-1. The column labeled "flag" specifies if the option is • 
a flag option; i.e., if a specific feature is enabled. 二 
int setsockopt(int sockfd, int level, int optname, char *optval, int optlen) 二 
int getsockopt(int sockfd, int level, int optname, char *optval, int *optlen) 
Level Optname Description Flag Data 
type IPPROTO—TCP TCP_MINDELAY Delay for the predefined 
period to send ^^^ 
. ‘ TCP MINDELAYVALUE Set minimum buffered int 
~ delay (m ms)  
TCP一MAXDELAY Don't delay send longer ； 
than the predefined period 爪 
TCP_MAXDELAYVALUE Set maximum buffered ；  
delay (in ms) mt 
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TCP 一 M I N D E L A Y 
(Internet SOCK一STREAM) 
The buffering of small packets by Nagle's algorithm is governed by the round trip time 
between two ends. The exchange of these small packets varies with the capacity of the 
network. For most server-client applications, one server has to serve a number of 
clients. Since the exchange of packets between a server and a client consumes server 
computing power, reduction of small packets can lessen the server burden. However, 
on a fast LAN, the buffering of small packets by Nagle's algorithm is not effective 
enough to protect the server from sending excessive small packets. The 
TCP MINDELAY option is used for the server to enhance/augment the buffering by 
Nagle's algorithm. With TCP MINDELAY enabled, when a packet with size less than 
MSS arrives at an empty buffer, it will be buffered for a predefined period of time, 
unless any other condition takes preference to send the buffered data out: for example, 
the size of buffered data becomes larger than MSS. After that predefined period of 
time, other socket options, like Nagle's algorithm, control how the buffered data is 
sent. 
TCP 一 MINDELAYVALUE 
(Internet SOCK—STREAM) 
This option provides a way to set or get the minimum buffered delay which would be 
used when TCP—MINDELAY is set. It is set in terms of milliseconds (ms); however, 
since the actual delay must be a multiple of the system clock interrupt period (typical 
value is 10ms), it will be converted to the nearest possible value. 
TCP-MAXDELAY 
(Internet SOCK一STREAM) 
With Nagle's algorithm enabled, small packets are buffered until the 
acknowledgement of the previous packet arrives. This gives no guarantee of the delay 
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suffered by an individual packet which would be unfavorable for time-sensitive data 
transmission. The TCP MAXDELAY option is used to guarantee the maximum 
buffered delay imposed on a small packet. When the maximum buffered delay is 
reached , the buffered data would be sent out immediately. 
TCP一 MAXDELAYVALUE 
(Internet SOCK—STREAM) 
This option provides a way to set or get the maximum buffered delay that would be 
used when TCP MAXDELAY is set. It is set in terms of milliseconds (ms); however, 
it must be the multiples of the system clock interrupt period (typical value is 10ms); it 
will be converted to the nearest possible value. 
3.6 Implementation 
In this section, we give a brief description of our modification to the kernel code for 
the proposed scheme. Our description is mainly based on the kernel code of the 
operating system FreeBSD 4.5-RELEASE. 
Figure 3.6-1 shows the relationship of TCP functions with the rest of the kernel. The 
shaded area indicates the functions we have modified and the new counter added. 
‘These modifications on the kernel code are summarized in Table 3.6-1. The main 
modifications can be divided into two parts: (1) small packet transmission decision 
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socket receive various getsockopt 
system buffer system calls setsockopt 
initialization ~ T ~ 
CT m a i n j ^ 
T ’， 
一 f 一 IPRI^END “ 
一 I � 
I 
• I i t 
C^P一 i n ^ ^ c ^ t ^ i n p u ^ C j m p J n p ^ Cjcp^ctloutpm^ 
文— 
C ^ i p i n t r J ^ C^iploutpu^ -
software -
interrupt Cjf fas t t im^ Cjfelowtim^ C^recla im^ C^ftentimo^ 
every 200ms every 500ms kernel out of every 10ms mbafs � I T t C l c ^ ^ ^ i m ^ tentim^ 
Figure 3.6-1: Relationship of TCP functions with the rest of the kernel (Fig. 24.2 in 
[Stevl994]) 
File Modification description : 
netinet/tcp output.c , control flow and logic of our proposed mechanism 
netinet/tcp_subr.c initiation of new variable added to varies files 
‘netinet/tcp var.h new variable definition and function prototype added 
netinet/tcp.h new socket option name definition added to tcphdr structure _ 
, netinet/tcp usrreq c define action for new option when setsockopt or getsockopt is 
- 4. called  
netinet/tcp timer c implementation of new counter tcpjentimo governing the 
• transmission restriction 
netinet/tcp_timer;h 
netinet/ipprotosw.h control the frequency of calling the function tcp_tentimo() 
kem/uipc—domain.c 
sys/protosw.h  
Table 3.6-1: Files modified and the descriptions 
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3.6.1 Small Packet Transmission Decision Logic 
To make decisions on whether small packets should be transmitted, TCP has to 
maintain some new state variables which are added to the TCP control block, tcpcb 
structure as follows: 
struct tcpcb { 
u_int t—dflags; /* enabling and disabling of Min-Delay-Max-Delay scheme */ 
int t—age; /* current delay time of buffered data in terms of clock tick */ 
int min—delay; /* minimum delay in terms of clock tick */ 
int max_delay; /* maximum delay in terms of clock tick */ 二 
}•…. 
where Table 3.6.1-1 shows the values for the member t_dflags which indicates if either 
Min-Delay or Max-Delay or both is enabled. -
t_dflags Description 
TF MINDELAY Delay small packets until min—delay expired 
TF_MAXDELAY Force sending buffered data on expiry of max—delay 
Table 3.6.1-1: t_dflags values 
’ denote the clock tick 
more more -� 1 St data data data data “ 
t i ti i t I 十 丄 
t_age =' 0 t—age = 1 t_age = 2，^ t_age = 0 
buffered data sent _ 
Figure 3.6.1-1: Illustration of the increase and reset of t_age 
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void tcp_tentimo() { “ 
struct inpcb *inpb; 
struct tcpcb *tcpb; 
int s = splnetO; 
/..* Repeal for each TCP conncction */ 
LIST_FOREACH(inpb, tcbinfo.listhead, inpjist) 
/* Retrieve the tcpcb slnictui.e and apply the following only if min'max delay is enabled 
if ((tcpb = intotcpcb(inpb))!=NULL && tcpb->t—dflags ！= 0) 
/* Increase l_agc only when there is buffered data 
if (tcpb->t_age >= 0) 
tcpb->t_age++; 
/* Call tcp_oulput() I or Iraiismission decision on cxpirv of mindelay*' 
if ((tcpb->rdflags & TF_MINDELAY) && tcpb->t_ab == tcpb->min_delay) 
(void) tcp_output(tcpb); “ 一 
else if ((tcpb->t_dflags & TF_MAXDELAY) && tcpb->t_age == tcpb->max_delay) 
••'* 1-orcc transmission ol'bulTcicd data by sotting t—force on calling tcp_ouipiit() when ina\_clelay is cx pi tied*' _ 
tcpb->t_force = 1 ； 
(void) tcp_output(tcpb); 
} 一 
} } splx(s); _] 
Figure 3.6.1-2: Code segment of the new counter 
Kcscl t age to zero wiicn data is copied to an eniptv buffer and min/max delav is enabled 
if (tp->t_dflags ！= 0 && tp-� t_age < 0) ‘ 
tp->t_age = 0; 
/* Send when the bulTcrcd data is equal to the TCP MSS */ 
if (len == tp->t_maxseg) 
goto send; 
Apply other transmission decision only when niin_dchw is expired if enabled */ 
. if (!(tp->t_dflags & TF_MINDELAY) || tp->t_age >= tp->min delay) { 
if(!(tp->t_flags & TF_MORETOCOME) && 一 
(idle II (tp->t_flags & TF—NODELAY)) && 
len + off >= so->so_snd.sb_cc && 
(tp->t_flags & TF_N"DPUSIT) == 0) { 
goto send; } • 
}, 
Send when l_rorcc is set where ihe expiry ol�max—delay is one of the eases */ 
if(tp->t_force)— — 
goto send; 
Figure 3.6.1-3: Code segment of tcp_output() 
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New Timer 
For counting the delay the buffered data experiences, we need a new timer. In our 
implementation, the new timer is set to the finest resolution of the system clock of the 
computer, where each clock tick is 10ms apart for our system. The member t_age is 
reset to zero when new data is copied to an empty buffer. And for each clock tick that 
has passed, the member t_age increases by one as illustrated in Fig. 3.6.1-1. Figure ： 
3.6.1-2 shows the code segment of the implementation of the new timer. 
Transmission Decision 
Figure 3.6.1-3 shows the code segment of the transmission decision of tcp_output(). -
When Min-Delay scheme is enabled, other transmission decisions are restricted before 
the min_delay is expired. On expiry of max_delay，t—force is set, and the sending of 
packets will not be restricted by any other transmission decision. In other words, 
packets will be sent out immediately. 
3.6.2 Modified API 
The four new options: TCP_MINDELAY, TCP_MAXDELAY, 
TCP—MINDELAYVALUE and TCP_MAXDELAYVALUE which are described in 
the last section are defined in "tcp.h". Figure 3.6.2-1 shows the code segment -
‘responsible for the system call of setsockopt(). When TCP一MINDELAYVALUE or 
TCP_MAXDELAYVALUE is set, the input value, which is in millisecond, is 
“ converted to number of clock ticks accordingly. And the values of min_delay and . 
max—delay are set to the closest numbers of clock ticks that will give the delays as set. -
And the value of min_delay (max—delay) will only be useful when TCP_MINDELAY 
(TCP MAXDELAY) is set. This is because t_dflags，which governs the transmission 
decision，will only be set when TCP MINDELAY or TCP MAXDELAY is set 
through setsockoptO which is default disabled. Similarly, for getsockopt(), it returns 
the enabling TCP_MINDEALY/TCP_MAXDELAY or the value of min_delay or 
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max一delay by checking the value the corresponding members of tcpcb structure and 
the corresponding code segment is omitted here. 
caseTCP_MAXDELAY: 
caseTCP_MINDELAY: 
error = sooptcopyin(sopt, &optval，sizeof optval, sizeof optval); 
if (error) 
break; 
switch (sopt->sopt_name) { 
caseTCP_MAXDELAY: 
opt = TF_MAXDELAY; 
break. 
caseTCP_MINDELAY: 
opt = TF_MINDELAY; 
break; 
default: 
opt = 0; /* dead code to fool gcc */ 
break; 
} -
if (optval) : 
tp->t_dflags 1= opt; “ 
else 
tp->t_dflags &= -opt; 
break; 
case TCP_MAXDELAYVALUE: 




tp->max_delay = (int) optval*hz/1000; 
• if (tp->max_delay <= 0) 
tp->max_delay = 1; 
} • 一 
else 
error = EINVAL; 
, break; 
case TCP_MINDELAYVALUE: 





tp->min_delay = (int) optval*hz/1000; 
if (tp->min_delay <= 0) 一 • tp->min_delay = 1; -} ' -
else 
error = EINVAL; 
break; 




In this chapter, we study the effect of Nagle's algorithm and Min-Delay-Max-Delay 
TCP Buffering scheme on the server efficiency from different perspectives through 
experiments. In Section 4.1，the interactions between a server and a client are 二 
analyzed by tracing the packets exchanged between them. We will show the idea 
behind our scheme: that is, with a proper delaying mechanism, the time to complete a 
given task can be shortened. In Section 4.2, experimental results are shown to 
‘demonstrate：' (1) the server efficiency enhancement and (2) the effectiveness of _ 
explicit delay limit of our scheme. We consider two situations: (1) a busy server 
’ broadcasts messages to many clients under two different network scenarios (LAN and 
WAN) and (2) the acknowledgement takes a long time to arrive at the sender either due 
to long round trip time or the temporary deadlock problem between Nagle's algorithm 
and delayed acknowledgement policy. Our scheme yields a significant improvement 
in the efficiency of a busy server. In Section 4.3，we extend the experiments in Section 
4.2 to study the effectiveness of Nagle's algorithm and our scheme under different 
situations as well as the robustness and sensitivity of our scheme. 
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4.1 The Effect of Kernel Buffering Mechanism on 
the Service Time 
For the simplicity of implementation, some applications may not buffer small chunks 
of data before sending out. The transmission of a message (or a logical unit of data 
such as file, etc.) between two ends may be composed of a number of small packets 
instead of one larger packet. Many application implementers suspect the delay of each 
of these small packets will worsen the overall performance and that the application of -
Nagle's algorithm may cause the time needed for the overall message to reach the ~ 
receiver to be longer. We will show in this section that this is not necessarily the case. 
Specifically, this section will discuss the effect of Nagle's algorithm and 
Min-Delay-Max-Delay scheme based on packet traces collected between a sender and _ 
a receiver. 
4.1.1 Aims and Methodology 
Although Nagle's algorithm protects the network from excessive small packets, it 
imposes additional delay. This has long been the argument against using Nagle's 
algorithm for real-time applications in which data need to reach the destination quickly. 
For non-real-time applications, however, Nagle's algorithm is usually turned on to 
‘prevent flooding of small packets at the expense of larger delay. It turns out that the 
use of Nagle's algorithm does not necessarily cause longer delay, depending on how -
, delay is defined. “ 
Consider a situation in which a client requests for certain data from a server, the server 
then computes and collects the data piece by piece and then sends them to the client as . 
a response. This corresponds to real applications such as those enterprise applications -
that consist of front-end and backend applications, in which some of the data is from 
the database, some needs to be computed, and some needs to be retrieved from other 
enterprise computing systems. A simple way to write such server programs is for the 
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server to send the data to the client as they become available during the processing •• 
period. For example, in Java-Servlet programming, programmers often write to the 
socket line by line. 
In such a scenario, we may define the response delay to be the time at which the client -
sends the request to the server and the time at which the client receives the last piece of 
data of the response. Now, should Nagle's algorithm be turned on in this case? We 
would expect the response to consist of a larger number of small packets when Nagle's 
algorithm is turned off than when it is turned on. In a network with light traffic load, 
the small packets will not cause network congestion and we may conjecture that the 
response time will be smaller with Nagle's algorithm off, since the server sends out the 
packets as soon as they become available. As we shall see, it turns out that this is not 
necessarily the case. Small packets also cause additional server processing time, since 
the kernel of the server needs to compute for the packet header as well as sending out ： 
the packet header together with the data. 
In our experiment, we used a simple server program that repeatedly reads one line of 
text from a file and then sends it out on the socket. The size of each line ranges from 8 _ 
bytes to 41 bytes. This simulates a program that outputs data on the socket as they ‘ 
become available. . Our aim is to illustrate the behavior of Nagle's algorithm in 
delaying packets. The sender is FreeBSD 4.3 (i386) with modified kernel while the 
receiver is Linux 2.4.18-1. The packet traces were collected on the receiver side using 
t c p d u m p • ’ that is, the time indicated in the packet trace is the time when the receiver 
� receives the packet or sends the acknowledgement. As our interest is on the effect of 
Nagle's Algorithm and Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering scheme on the server 
performance, to minimize the influence of low bandwidth network on our result, these 
packet traces were collected over a 100Mbps local area network (LAN). 
In the following sections, we compare three different case: Nagle's algorithm enabled, -
Nagle's algorithm disabled and TCP—MINDELAY enabled with the default minimum 
delay value (10 ms). Nagle's algorithm was disabled in application level by setting the 
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socket option TCP—NODELAY through the socket API setsockopt, where 
TCP MINDELAY was enabled in similar way, as follows: 
setsockopt(your_socket, IPPROTO一TCP，TCP_NODELAY, your_flag, sizeof(your一flag)); 
setsockopt(your_socket, IPPROTO—TCP，TCP_MINDELAY, your_flag, sizeof(your_flag)); 
where your_socket is of type int and your_flag should be a character pointer which ： 
points a character ‘ 1，if enabled and ‘0，if disabled. 
4.1.2 Comparison of Transmission Time Required 
Figures 4.1.2-2，4.1.2-4 and 4.1.2-6 show the three packet traces obtained and Fig. ‘ 
4.1.2-1,4.1.2-3 and 4.1.2-5 show the transmission diagrams for each case. In the three 
packet traces, the first column is the line number for referencing the events. The next 
column lists the inter-event time in microsecond. And the third and fourth columns are 
the times at which events occur, and description of the events, respectively. The 
sender is banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk and the receiver is banpcl7.ie.cuhk.edu.hk. The last 
line shows the total time needed for sending the whole file. We refer to the total time 
as the service time in this section. 
, SCNDO WAS INVOKED FOR CACH 
• LINE OF FILE READ LEADING TO A "TCP SENDER START_SEQ_NUM : END.secLnum (NUM OF BYTES) TCP RCCEIVA -
NUMBER OF SMALL CHUNK DATA MSS = 1460 BYTE -
BEING OOPICD LO BUFLCR. � “ 
WITH NAALC ALGORITHM ENABLED, | 16 BYTES |  
PACKCLS WCRC NOT SENT UNTIL THE ” J.P 
ACKNOWLCDIJCNXMI OF PREVIOUS ( ) 
PACKCT (ACK 17) ROCCIVCD. 4 ‘ 
" I "36 BYTES I 18 BYTES 丨6丨 二丨+斷 
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ~ 17:96 (79) 咖师。 " ^ 
DATA IN THE BUFFER WAS SENT , — ‘‘ 
IMMEDIATELY IN ONE PADICT . — 
WHEN THE ADTNOWLCDACMENT OF I ^ 3卿 I ‘ -
PREVIOUS PACKCT WAS ROCCIVCD. ' 1 „ 
-96:104 
R 8 BYTES�21 BYTES | 9 BYTES | 41 BYTES | 13 BYTES ] 709 US 
“ “ “I 队 > 96 ______ Service ti: taken 
SIMILARLY, THE RCSI PACKETS \VCRE 1 1 1 ACK 196 
SENT IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE I MBYTES | 9 BYTES ^____ 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS OF PREVIOUS ‘ 196:214(18) 
PACKCT WERE ROCCIVCD 1 1 ‘ 
I p I  
J —F  
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ” 
F—— 
145 US 
叱 ESTIMATED ROUND TRIP TIME 
K • 
Figure 4.1.2-1: Transmission diagram with Nagle's algorithm enabled 
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IJtic // Inler-cvcnl lime (ju、） li^ eiitTime Event St;irt_scq#;EiiiJ se(|?/ (packet si/e) 
1 08:24:20.891840 banpcl7.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: P 17:19(2) ack 1 win 5840 (DF) # C’iicm Sends request packet lo server 
2 1004 08:24:20.892844 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936: P 1:17(16) ack 19 win 17520 (DF) ^ The llrsl response packel received by rcccivcr The time difference between lines 2 and 1 is the processing lime at the server plus the round trip time 
3 11 08:24:20.892855 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 17 win 5840 (DF) if Ack sent to the server 
4 150 08:24:20.893005 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936: P 17:96(79) ack 19 win 丨7520 (DF) # The second response packet received by client # The time dilTcrcncc should roughly be equal lo llic round trip unic between llic two ends plus llic server processing time to prcpur^  
the packet before sending it out. “ 
5 9 08:24:20.893014 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 96 win 5840 (DF) 
0 143 08:24:20.893157 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936: P 96:104(8) ack 19 win 17520 (DF) 梓 Tlie third response packet received by client 
7 8 08:24:20.893165 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 104 win 5840 (DF) 一 
X 147 08:24:20.893312 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936: P 丨04:196(92) ack 19 win 17520 “ a The (nurlli response packel rcccivccl by clicnl ~ 
( ) 8 08:24:20.893320 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 196 win 5840 (DF) 
1() 138 08:24:20.893458 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936: P 196:214(18) ack 19 win 17520 ft The last response p;icket received by clicnl 
丨丨 8 08:24:20.893466 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 214 win 5840 (DF) 
87 08:24:20.893553 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936: F 214:214(0)ack 19 win 17520 (DF) " ‘I'inisli bii received by client 
13 70 08:24:20.893623 banpcl7.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: F 19:19(0) ack 215 win 5840 (DF) ~ 
11 145 08:24:20.893768 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60936: . ack 20 win 17520 (DF) 
709 # The time difference between the first data packet received and the last data received 
Figure 4.1.2-2: Packet trace with Nagle's Algorithm enabled (collected at the receiver) 
Nagle's Algorithm Enabled 
-Figure 4.1.2-2 shows the packet trace collected at receiver with Nagle's algorithm 
enabled on the receiver side. In line 2, the receiver received the first packet. In lines 
， 3 and 4, the receiver sent back an acknowledgement and then received another packet 
from the sender. From the packet size, we know that this is a small packet. We could -
surmise that the sender was waiting for the acknowledgement before sending out the 
next packet, as per Nagle's algorithm. The sender sent out the data stored in its kernel 
buffer immediately when the acknowledgment arrived. The inter-event time between _ 
line 3 and line 4 should roughly equal to the round trip time between the two ends. We “ 
can further confirm this by comparing it to the inter-event time between line 13 and 14. 
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The sender sent an acknowledgment back immediately when it received the Finish 
packet from the receiver. From this, we found that the round trip time was about 145|ns， -
which was roughly equal to the inter-event time 150|lis between line 3 and line 4. The 
last data packet was received in line 10. The total time needed to send the whole file to 
the receiver can be estimated by the inter-event time between line 2 (first data packet 一 
received) and line 12 (finish bit received). The service time with Nagle's algorithm -
enabled thus calculated is 709 ps. 
scndO was invoked for cadi TCP Sender Slai1_seq_num : End_seq_num (num of bytes) TCP Receiver 
line of nie read leadins to a mSS = 1460 ByteJ 
number of small chunk data 
being oopicd to buffer. | Byus  
1:17(16) 
Wilh Nagle algorithm disabled, , , . 
Ihc .small pickct (36 Bytes < | 36 Bytes | ' i f , , _ 
MSS) was sent bcforc the - = 1 7 : 5 3 ( 3 6 ) 75us (12+«3)< 
acknowlodccmcnt of Pluvious , , ^ STl? ' f round tnpfme 
pacta rcocivcd (ack 17). | 18 Bytes 丨 _ _ _ _ _  , , ~  
I 25 Bytes I — , , ^ — s ^ r ^ " ^ ~ — -
I 8 Bytes | - � ‘ , , ^  ~ “ 
I 8 Bytes I —— ^ 
^ — — 
Similarly, the rest small 21 Byies I ~~ 、 
pickets were sent before the . — � l 2 . l 3 3 i 2 J i 
itcknowlodgcmcnt of previous ack 112 . ( » 
. packet rcccivcd. 9 Bytes — ‘ ^ ‘ 
I 1 1386 us 
< -»J3:I42 (9 )—- Scp/ice lime taken -
I 41 flyies I ‘ “ + 
I 13 Bytes I - ^ 
I 9 Bytes | ^ 
^ ~  
I 9 Bytes | * . 
- I F I  
. ^ ack 214 — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ’ r 
“ 
一 “ 
~ —— 146 us 
estimated round trip lime 
• ^Y 
J" » Figure 4.1.2-3: Transmission diagram with Nagle's algorithm disabled 
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1 inc ！I Inter-event linic ()is) l:’:vcnl Time F:vail Slan—sai#:F:ml—(packct si/c) 
丨 08:23:06.734955 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: P 17:19(2) —ack 1 win 5840 it Client sends request packet sent to ‘server 
2 940 08:23:06.735895 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 1:17(16) ack 19 win 17520 if The first response pncket received by client 
3 12 08:23:06.735907 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 17 win 5840 
• 63 08:23:06.735970 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 17:53(36) ack 19 win 17520 l‘t The sccoiul response p;ickel rcccivcd by clicnl 廿 With Nagle's algorithm disenabled, the time tlifference heie is indepencient of the round n ip time since the server seiuls the packet irnniL-ilialcly wiicii dala is copicd lo the kernel bulTer 
8 08:23:06.735978 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 53 win 5840 -
f> 122 08:23:06.736100 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 53:71(18) ack 19 win 17520 -“The Ihial response packcl received by client -
8 08:23:06.736108 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 71 win 5840 
8 65 08:23:06.736173 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 71:96(25) ack 19 win 17520 U The fourth response, packcl rcccivcJ by client 
( ) 1 0 08:23:06.736183 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 96 win 5840 
lU 220 08:23:06.736403 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 96:104(8) ack 19 win 17520 
11 8 08:23:06.736411 banpc丨7.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 丨04 win 5840 -
54 08:23:06.736465 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 104:112(8) ack 19 win 17520 
I..; 23 08:23:06.736488 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 112 win 5840 _ 
14 80 08:23:06.736568 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpcl7.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 112:133(21) ack 19 win 17520 
16 08:23:06.736584 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 133 win 5840 
1(1 81 08:23:06.736665 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 133:142(9) ack 19 win 17520 
16 08:23:06.736681 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 丨42 win 5840 
If"； 84 08:23:06.736765 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 142:183(41) ack 19 win 17520 
16 08:23:06.736781 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 183 win 5840 
20 63 08:23:06.736844 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 183:196(13) ack 丨9 win 17520 
21 丨7 08:23:06.736861 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 196 win 5840 
84 08:23:06.736945 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 196:205(9) ack 19 win 17520 
23 16 08:23:06.73696丨 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 205 win 5840 
77 08:23:06.737038 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: P 205:214(9) ack 19 win 17520 it The last response packet, received by client // Note Ihc lime diC丨Itciicc was varying greatly coniparecl wiih thai wiih Nagle's algorithm enabled 
25 16 08:23:06.737054 banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: . ack 214 win 5840 
2(1 227 08:23:06.737281 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpcl7.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: F 214:214(0) ack 19 win 17520 if Finish bii received by client 
27 69 08:23:06.737350 banpc 17.i6.cuhk.edu.hk.60933> banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: F 19:19(0) ack 215 win 5840 
146 08:23:06.737496 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpc 17.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.60933: . ack 20 win 17520 
1386 “ # The difference between the times at which the first data packet and finish bit are received “ 
� Figure 4.1.2-4: Packet trace with Nagle's algorithm disabled (collected at the receiver) 
Nagle's Algorithm Disabled . 
Figure 4.1.2-4 shows the packet trace collected at the receiver with Nagle's algorithm 
disabled on the sender side. As in Fig. 4.1.2-2, the times collected are the event times 
at the receiver. From lines 27 and 28，we can derive that round trip time of around 146 
|is，which is roughly the same as that in Fig. 4.1.2-2. In lines 3 and 4, the receiver sent 
back an acknowledgement and received another packet from the sender. Note that the 
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inter-event time between lines 3 and 4 of 63 |LIS is much less than the round trip time 
between the two ends, and the packet size received is less than that observed in Fig. 
4.1.2-2. The difference is due to the disabling of Nagle's algorithm. The sender sent 
packets out immediately when data was copied to the kernel buffer from the 
application layer. The inter-event times between the receptions of data packets and the 
previous acknowledgments vary much more than those in Fig. 4.1.2-2. The fact that 
these times are not close to the round trip time confirms that the sending of data 
packets was independent of previous acknowledgments. The service time (inter-event 
time between line 2 and line 26) with Nagle's algorithm disabled is 1386 |LIS. 
sendO was invoked for ea± 
line of file read leading to a TCP Sender Stait_setLnum : End—seqjium (num of bytes) TCP Receiver 
number of small chunk data MSS = 1460 ByteJ 
being copied to bufTer. 
16f36+18+25+8+8+21+9+41+13+9+9 Bytes  
total 213 Bytes ~ ~l:2l4 (213) with F — — _ _ _ _ _ 
MIN.DELAY delayed the ransmission of the small pxkets F 141 us 
andidlowed^atoaccumuhue. The whole m was . estimated round inp time 
completed before 10 us expired and the sender forced the    
packet out with a finish bit by closing the connection. “ - > ‘" 
Figure 4.1.2-5: Transmission diagram with TCP MINDELAY enabled 
L i n e ft Intcr-cvem time (jas) 
I-.venl Tiine Cvenl Start seq#:End—seq# (packet size) 
� - ! 09:47:24.557849 banpcl7.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.32834 > banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: P 17:19(2) ack 丨 win 5840 . # riiciU sends request f)acl<d to server 
2 1415 09:47:24.559264 banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpclV. ie.cuhk.edu.hk.32834: FP 1:214(213) ack 19 win 33304 ii The whole response including the finish pit received by receiver fl The lime diri'orcnce bciwcen lines 2 iind 1 is the processing lime ai the server.plus ihe roiind trip iiinc and dclav m ilic kernel 
3 79 09:47:24.559343. banpcl7.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.32834 > banpc23.ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800: F 19:19(0) ack 215 win 6432 ‘ if Finish bit seni to tlic server 
4 丨41 09:47:24.559484 banpc23. ie.cuhk.edu.hk.5800 > banpcl7. ie.cuhk.edu.hk.32834: . ack 20 win 33304 
443 # Estimated transmission time needed 
Figure 4.1.2-6: Packet trace with TCP_MINDELAY enabled (collected at the 
receiver) 
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TCP一MINDELAY Enabled 
Figure 4.1.2-6 shows the packet trace collected at the receiver with TCP MINDELAY 
enabled on the sender side. As in Fig. 4.1.2-1, the times collected are the event times _ 
at the receiver. From lines 3 and 4，we can derive that round trip time of around 141 ^is, -
which is roughly the same as that in Fig. 4.1.2-1. From line 2, we note that the sender 
sent the whole response in one packet including the finish bit to the receiver. The 
sender forced the packet out with finish bit when the whole request was completed “ 
before the minimum delay of 10 |is expired by closing the connection. The inter-event 
time between lines 1 and 2 includes the processing time plus the service time which is 
defined as the time needed for sending the whole file. From Fig. 4.1.2-2 and 4.1.2-4, 
the processing time of the request was 972 i^ s ((1004 + 940)/2) on average. Hence, by 
deducing the estimated processing time 972 i^s from the inter-event time between lines 
1 and 2，the estimated service time with TCP MINDELAY enabled on the sever side is 
roughly 443 jis，which is less than that with Nagle's algorithm enabled. 
Server Efficiency Discussion 
Comparing the first two packet traces (Fig. 4.1.2-1 and Fig. 4.1.2-4), we note that ： 
surprisingly, enabling Nagle's algorithm shortens the time needed to send the whole 
file to the receiver. In other words, it shortens the time needed to complete the whole 
‘response to the same request. -
In addition to the reduction in header computation, the reduction in interaction 
between the two ends contributes to the improvement. According to Nagle's 
algorithm, small packets are delayed to allow more data to become available to be sent 
- out in the same packet. As a result, fewer packets are sent and fewer 
acknowledgements are involved. This reduces the load on the server and improves the 
server efficiency. However, on the local area network, the round trip time is very short 
(which is roughly 145 |LIS in our experiment), and Nagle's algorithm allows a higher 
number of small packets. In this case, the buffering of small packets is ineffective 
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even when Nagle's algorithm is enabled. The improvement of the server efficiency is 
limited or governed by the network situation that will be further demonstrated in 
Section 4.2. This has inspired the proposal of our introducing the minimum delay to 
improve the server efficiency. 
When the minimum delay is introduced, before the expiry of minimum delay, the 
transmission of small packets will be prohibited regardless of Nagle's algorithm. As 
observed from the third packet traces (Fig. 4.1.2-6), when we reduced the number of 
exchanged packets further by delaying the transmission of small packets, the time 
needed to complete the whole response to the same request become lesser. This is : 
because the buffering of small packets has now become more effective with the extra 
delay and hence, the server efficiency can be improved further. 
LAN 100Mbps LAN 100Mbps 
^ f t ^ B ^ f f l 
Update source agent Master server Client 
Linux 2.4.18-3 FreeBSD 4.3 Linux 2.4.18-3 
(Modified kernel) 
(a) Local area network (LAN) set up 
‘ — b p s g - = ， g 
Update source agent Master server Router Client 
Linux 2.4.18-3 FreeBSD 4.3 FreeBSD 4.2 Linux 2.4.18-3 
- (Modified kernel) with embedded IPFW 
For forward/backward channel 
propagation delay: 50 ms (rtt 100ms) 
link capacity: 100Mbps 
queue buffer size: 100 packets 
r . . queuing type: drop tail  
WAN setting 
(b) Wide area network (WAN) set up 
Figure 4.2.1.1-1: Network setup (a) on LAN (b) on WAN 
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4.2 Performance of Min-Delay-Max-Delay Scheme 
Message broadcasting is common among Internet financial service and fault-tolerant 
distributed systems. In these systems, a master server sends short update messages to . 
the clients in regular time intervals. In order to demonstrate the effect of kernel “ 
buffering on the server performance, we devised experiments to emulate the 
message-broadcasting scenario. We describe our experimental setup in Section 4.2.1. 
In Section 4.2.2，we investigate the efficiency of a busy server in two aspects: (1) how 
the server performance varies with the round trip delay with Nagle's algorithm enabled 
and (2) the improvement of server efficiency with Min-Delay Scheme. In Section 
4.2.3，we explain the operation of Max-Delay scheme and demonstrate the effect of 
delay bound. 
4.2.1 Methodology 
4.2.1.1 Network Setup 
Figure 4.2.1.1-1 shows our experimental setup. The source agent with Linux 2.4.18-3 
installed is connected to the master server in a local area network (LAN). It will send 
data in batches periodically to the master server. Each batch of data consists of 
300Kbytes. Each 300Kbytes of data consist of multiple independent smaller update 
messages (6 bytes each), each of which are sent separately to the clients. These 
smaller update messages emulates the case where the data comes randomly from 
different sources. The source agent corresponds to the server in a fault-tolerant 
distributed system, which have to synchronize with the master server in regular 
. intervals or the.backend applications which process and send the data for the front-end 
applications. The sending rate of the update messages could be adjusted on the update 
agent to emulate different situations. 
The master server, running on FreeBSD 4.3 (i386) with modified kernel, acts as the 
intermediary agent, which is responsible for distributing the received update messages 
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to the individual clients. Without knowledge of the incoming updates from the source 
agent, it simply forwards each update message to the clients individually. That is, it 
will send each six-byte message through the socket send() API to the clients for each 
invocation of send(). For N clients, the master server will invoke send() N times, once 
for each client in a round robin style. And Nagle's algorithm and 
Min-Delay-Max-Delay will be turned on or off on the master server for examination of “ 
server efficiency improvement. Note that to ensure that the sending rate of the update 
messages of the source agent will not be lowered unnecessarily, the delayed 
acknowledgment mechanism on the master server was turned off with the following , 
command: -
sysctl - w net.inet.tcp.delayed_ack=0 
On the client side, a number of clients would be created with pthread on Linux 
2.4.18-3 to receive the messages from the master server to emulate the situation in 
which a number of clients are connected to the system. 
In this experiment, we consider two different network settings, LAN and WAN, for the 
connection between the client and the master server. For the local area network (LAN) 
setting, the client and the master server are connected with a 100Mbps link. For the 
wide area network (WAN) setting, clients are connected to the master server through a 
drop-tail router (FreeBSD 4.2 with embedded IPFW command) where propagation 
delay and transmission rate could be adjusted. The following lists the IPFW settings: 
ipfw flush 
" ， 
ipfw add pipe 1 ip from Src_net to Dst net 
ipfw add pipe 2 ip from Dst net to Src一net 
• ‘ ipfw pipe 1 config bw BWf queue Bf delay Df 
ipfw pipe 2 config bw BWr queue Br delay Dr 
The first command line “ipfw flush" clears all the previous setting. Then, in command 
line 2，we configure a forward channel pipe 1 that allows IP packet from senders in 
subnet Src一net to receivers in subnet Dst_net where the bandwidth (BWf = 100Mbps), 
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queuing size (Bf = 100 packets) and propagation delay (Df = 50 ms) is set in command -
line 4. Similarly, we configure a backward channel pipe 2 that allows IP packet from 
from receivers in subnet Dst_net to senders in subnet Src一net where the bandwidth 
(BWr = lOOMbps)，queuing size (Br = 100 packets) and propagation delay (Dr = 50 ms) 
is set in command line 5. With these setting, the round trip time between the master 
server and the client is roughly 100ms (50 ms for link on each direction). 
4.2.1.2 Traffic Model 
Figure 4.2.1.2-2 shows the traffic model for our experiment. The source agent sends 
the messages in batches (6 bytes per message and 300k bytes per batch) with a fixed 
inter-batch time where each message within a batch is sent in an interval of 
inter-message time. The master server will then forward these messages to each of the 
clients. 
When the inter-message time is less than that the master server needs to handle the 
message, the master server will be busy when the next message arrives. By adjusting 
the inter-message time, we can adjust the loading of the master server. 
When the master server is busy while a batch of packets arrives, more loads are created, 
and it takes time to clear this additional load. Meanwhile, the master server may also 
have leftover load from the previous batches of packets to clear. It takes time to clear 
^ the backlog如d tasks. If the next batch of packets arrives before the master server has 
cleared the backlogs, the service time will increase. If the time needed to clear a batch 
� of packets is consistently longer than the inter-arrival time of successive batches, the 
backlog will build up and the master server will be saturated. The minimum 
inter-batch time before saturation occurs is related to the saturation load of the master 
server. The delay is nearly the same for loading smaller than the saturation load and 
thus, the inter-batch time will be fixed for different numbers of clients and different 
algorithms. 
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Figure 4.2.1.2-2: The traffic model 
Table 4.2.1.2-1 shows the minimum allowed inter-batch times for different algorithms 
for varying number of clients when the inter-message time is short enough to keep the 
master server busy. In the local area network (LAN), the round trip time is very short; 
the saturation loads are roughly the same with Nagle's algorithm enabled and disabled. 
With 10 ms minimum delay introduced at the TCP layer, the saturation load of the 
master server could be increased - for the same number of clients (two to three), the 
master server did not become saturated. We found that we could saturate the master 
server with minimum delay set only when the number of clients was increased to eight 
and the inter-batch time decreased to 9 s. That is, the minimum inter-batch time before 
saturation was much less than that when Min-Delay scheme was not used, regardless — 
of whether Nagle's algorithm was turned on or not. 
Algorithm client # Inter-batch Time (s) 
Nagle's disabled 2 19 
Nagle's disabled 3 25 
• . Nagle's enabled 2 19 
Nagle's enabled 3 25 
TCP_MINDELAY enabled 8 9 
Table 4.2.1.2-1: Minimum inter-batch time for different algorithms and number of 
clients before saturation of master server occurs 
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Figure 4.2.1.3-1: Packet transmission diagram between the three parties 
• 
As will be shown by more experimental data in later sections, our Min-Delay scheme 
, decreases the number of packets exchanged between the master server and the client, 
reducing the burden on the master server, and allowing it to serve higher loads. 
4.2.1.3 Delay Measurement 
Figure 4.2.1.3-1 shows the packet transmission diagram between the three parties. 
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The notation x:y (z) indicates that the data sent starts from sequence number x up to 
sequence number y with a total of z bytes. Note that Nagle's algorithm is enabled in _ 
the master server. We notice that the number of bytes sent to the clients might not be 
equal to six but a multiple of six. That is, numbers of packets are bundled together. 
Starting from the source, a packet first experiences the propagation delay between the 
source agent and the master server before reaching the master server. The packet will 
stay in the master server for a period of time, which is the sum of the queuing time, the 
processing time and the buffering time in kernel. The packet will then be transmitted 
to the client and the corresponding acknowledgement would be received in the master 
server. 
In order to study the improvement in throughput with proper kernel buffering, we 
examine the average delay of the messages before they reach the clients. The average 
delay includes the propagation delay between the source agent and master server, the 
service time experienced in the master server (defined as the time between the 
reception and the successfully transmission of the message), and the propagation delay — 
between the master server and clients. 
Average delay = propagation delay between source agent and master server + 
propagation delay between master server and client + service time 
In our experiment, the incoming and the outgoing ports of the master server are 
monitored with the tool tcpdump to log the arrival time of each packet and the arrival 
time of corresponding acknowledgement from the client. The difference between the 
,arrival of a packet and the arrival of the corresponding acknowledgement is measured 
based on the sequence number, which will allow us to take the effect of retransmission 
into the consideration. Thus, the measured delay will be the sum of service time, 
round trip delay between the master server and the client and the reaction time of the 
client taken to acknowledge the packet received. 
Measured delay = service time+ reaction time of the client + round trip time 
between master server and client (2* propagation delay) 
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As the update source agent is connected to the master server through a high-speed 
local area network (LAN), the transmission time of a packet between the two 
computers is assumed to be fixed and negligible. Our measured delay approximates 
the delay experienced by the client. 
To make our measured delay approximate the average delay more closely, we have to 
minimize the reaction time of the client taken to acknowledge the packet received. 
This is done by (1) disabling the delay acknowledgement mechanism (which is default ‘ 
disabled in the operation system we used on the client side) and (2) employing a 
relatively high computing power client which will avoid performance degradation 
problem with frequent packet arrival leading to a lengthy reaction time. In addition, as 
we emulated the multiple-clients situation using multiple threads (pthread in C 
language), acknowledgments from each client should arrive shortly after the packet 
being sent. A client with a relatively high computing power will be needed. 
4.2.2 Efficiency of Busy Server 
In the following sections, we examine the performance of Nagle's algorithm and show 
how Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering scheme solves the server efficiency 
problem of a busy server. Regarding the traffic model discussed in Section 4.2.1.2, in 
this experiment, the inter-message time is around 13 fis, which will keep the master 
“ s e r v e r busy; where the inter-batch time is around 50 s, which is long enough to allow 
the master server to clear all the load before the next batch arrives. The measured 
• delay will be the average delay experienced by the messages in each batch. 
4.2.2.1 Performance of Nagle's algorithm 
With Nagle's algorithm enabled, the master server will send a short packet only when 
the acknowledgment for the previous packet is received. In other words, for small 
packets smaller than MSS, the sending rate of the packets in the forward link is 
governed by the arrival rate of the acknowledgments in the reverse link. In this section, 
we compare the performance of the master server with Nagle's algorithm enabled in 
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• • 
different network settings (LAN and WAN). 
Nagle's Algorithm Disabled 
Without Nagle's algorithm, the TCP layer of the master server sends packets into the 
network when the API send() is invoked from the application layer, as long as the TCP 
congestion control algorithm allows it to do so. The performance of the master server 
will not be affected with different round trip times. Thus, the variances in the 
measured delay in the two cases (LAN and WAN), which is a composite of the service 
time and the propagation delay between the master server and the client, will be the : 
propagation delay between the master server and the client and the overhead of the 
software router used. 
Nagle's algorithm disabled on LAN . 
cl ient # D e l a y ( sec ) — ^ ^ � , �c o n f i d e n c e i n t e r ^ 
lower upper width 
1 3.6768 3.6443 3.7093 0.0650 
2 7.5454 7.5257 7.5650 0.0393 
3 10.7759 10.7629 10.7889 0.0260 
4 14.3456 14.3311 14.3601 0.0290 
• 5 18.1894 18.1773 18.2015 0.0242 
. 6 21.5418 21.5305 21.5532 0.0227 
Table 4.2.2.1-1: Measured delay with Nagle's algorithm disabled on LAN 
Nagle's algorithm disabled on WAN 
cl ient # D e l a y ( sec ) 95 % c o n f i d e n c e interval 
l o w e r upper width 
1 2.8500 2.5698 3.1302 0.5604 
. 2 6.5056 6.2816 6.7296 0.4480 
y • 
3 9.2986 9.0325 9.5647 0.5322 
4 13.8531 13.4186 14.2875 0.8689 
5 16.1150 15.7873 16.4426 0.6553 
6 21.7237 21.1156 22.3317 1.2161 
Table 4.2.2.1-2: Measured delay with Nagle's algorithm disabled on WAN 
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Figure 4.2.2.1-1: Measured delay against number of clients with Nagle's algorithm 
disabled 
Tables 4.2.2.1-1 and 4.2.2.1-2 and Fig. 4.2.2.1-1 show the measured delay when 
Nagle's algorithm is disabled on the master server pn LAN and WAN. The measured 
delays on LAN and WAN are nearly the same. This shows that the service time 
‘ d o m i n a t e s in our measured delay; otherwise, the difference of the propagation delays 
on LAN and WAN would have shown up prominently. 
The measured delays with varying numbers of clients on LAN form a straight line 
which indicates that the delay (service time) is directly proportional to the number of 
packets the master server transmits. And for WAN, the curve is less straight and the 
95% confidence interval is wider as the performance of the software router becomes a 
factor in the measured delay. And we observe that the measured delay tends to 
increase more sharply when the number of clients increases to six. This is because the 
packets start to be dropped at the queue of router. 
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Nagle's Algorithm Enabled 
Tables 4.2.2.1-3 and 4.2.2.1-4 and Fig. 4.2.2.1-2 show what happens when Nagle's 
algorithm is enabled. As can be seen, the delays differ greatly. While the measured 
delay on LAN here is comparable to that when the Nagle's algorithm is disabled, we 
find that the measured delay in the WAN case is greatly reduced here. 
With the LAN setting, acknowledgements arrive shortly after packets are sent and the 
round-trip time is very small. Typically, when the application layer at the master 
server invokes the socket API to send another short packet, the acknowledgement for 
the previous packet would have been received. Therefore, the sending operation at the 
TCP layer is nearly the same with or without Nagle's algorithm, resulting in 
comparable delays with and without Nagle's algorithm. However, the curve with 
« 
Nagle's algorithm enabled on LAN is less straight with relatively wider and varying 
95% confidence intervals. This is simply because the transmission rate of small 
packets is sensitive to the fluctuation in network situation. 
In the WAN setting, the round trip time measured is about 100 ms. With Nagle's 
algorithm enabled, data from several invocations of send() on each socket would be 
accumulated and sent out as a larger TCP packet per round trip time. If the round-trip 
time is large enough relative to the rate at which send() is invoked, it is possible for a 
- f u l l packet worth of data to be accumulated before the acknowledgement arrives, in 
which case a full packet will be sent. In this case, the number of packets exchanged 
.. between the master server and the clients is reduced greatly compared to that in the 
LAN setting. The reduced number of packets for a given data rate reduces the load at 
the master server greatly, allowing it to achieve performance. It is interesting to note 
‘ that the increased RTT on WAN ironically leads to better performance, a somewhat 
counter-intuitive result until we realize that the bottleneck in this experimental setting 
is the master server rather than the network. 
With the above result, we conclude that the server performance and the delay 
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experienced by the clients are determined by round-trip time between the server and _ 
clients. When a busy server is serving a number of clients from different network 
settings (i.e., some of which are connected to the server via LAN, some via WAN, with 
highly varying RTT), Nagle's algorithm may cause different clients to use up different 
proportions of the CPU time. Clients on LAN close to the server will use up more 
CPU as more small packets are generated. It is difficult to use Nagle's algorithm to 
control the number of packets sent by the server since it depends on the network 
through which the clients are connected. An implicit assumption in the use of Nagle's 
algorithm is that the network is the bottleneck, and it does not work well when the 
server is the bottleneck. A more direct controllable mechanism to allow us to control 
the way the server sends out packets is desirable. 
Nagle's algorithm enabled on LAN 
cl ient # D e l a y ( sec ) % c o n f i d e n c e i n t e r v ^ 
lower upper width 
1 1.6228 1.6186 1.6270 0.0084 
2 7.1880 7.1636 7.2125 0.0489 
3 9.1592 8.8698 9.4485 0.5787 
4 13.9289 13.9027 13.9550 0.0523 
‘ 5 17.0064 16.6450 17.3679 0.7229 
� 6 20.8587 20.8283 20.8891 0.0608 
Table 4.2.2.1 -3: Measured delay with Nagle's algorithm enabled on LAN 
Nagle's algorithm enabled on WAN 
cl ient # D e l a y ( sec ) 95 % c o n f i d e n c e interval 
l o w e r upper width 
1 1.7149 1.7114 1.7184 0.0070 
. • . 2 1.7206 1.7168 1.7244 0.0076 
3 1.7274 1.7234 1.7314 0.0080 
4 1.7439 1.7398 1.7480 0.0082 
5 1.7820 1.7775 1.7866 0.0091 
6 2.1499 2.1367 2.1632 0.0265 
Table 4.2.2.1-4: Measured delay with Nagle's algorithm enabled on WAN 
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Figure 4.2.2.1-2: Measured delay against number of clients with Nagle's algorithm 
enabled 
4.2.2.2 Performance of Min-Delay TCP Buffering Scheme 
In the last section, we observed that the improvement of Nagle's algorithm on server 
efficiency varies greatly with the round trip time of the network. This may result in an 
unbalanced distribution of CPU time of a server over different clients that are 
connected from different networks. As demonstrated in the last section, holding the 
data in the kernel buffer improves the server efficiency. A scheme that allows explicit 
definition of buffering time for small packets is desirable, which is our Min-Delay 
TCP Buffering Scheme. 
In this section, we show the experiment results with TCP MESfDELAY enabled on the 
master server where the minimum delay value is set to the default value of 10 ms. 
Min-Delay TCP Buffering scheme allows the TCP sender to send small packets under 
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either one of the following conditions: (1) when the minimum delay time has expired 
and neither the TCP congestion control algorithm nor the Nagle's algorithm (if enabled) 
limits the transmission of the accumulated data; (2) the delay time has not expired but 
the accumulated data size is equal to or larger than the TCP maximum segment size. 
As shown in Tables 4.2.2.2-1 and 4.2.2.2-2 and Fig. 4.2.2.2-1，enabling 
TCP—MINDELAY reduces the delay experienced by clients. For both the LAN and 
WAN settings, the delays experienced by clients could be maintained at around 1.6 s 
with a narrow 95% confidence interval, substantially lower than when 
TCP_MINDELAY was not enabled (compare Fig. 4.2.2.1-1 and Fig. 4.2.2.1-2). As 
indicated, the measured delay (service time) with TCP MINDELAY enabled is less 
sensitive to the network situation, except the performance of the software router. On — 
WAN, when the number of clients increases, the packets handled by the software 
router increases and because of the limitation of the software router used in this 
experiment, packets start to be dropped at the queue of the software router. This 
triggers retransmissions in TCP and results in an increase in measured delay. We want 
to emphasize that this increase in delay is not due to any fundamental flaw in out 
algorithm. If we compare the measured delay here for the number of clients equals to 
six with that in Section 4.2.2.1 where Nagle's algorithm is enabled, the measured 
delays are comparable (see Table 4.2.2.1-4 and Table 4.2.2.2-2). 
“ "‘ TCP—MINDELAY enabled on LAN 
cl ient # D e l a y ( sec ) _ 9 5 % c o n f i d e n c e i n t e r ^ 
l o w e r upper w id th 
‘ 1 1.5306 1.5274 1.5338 0.0064 
2 1.5348 1.5323 1.5372 0.0049 
. • . 3 1.5405 1.5385 1.5424 0.0039 
4 1.5775 1.5754 1.5795 0.0041 
5 1.5641 1.5612 1.5670 0.0058 
6 1.5696 1.5667 1.5725 0.0058 
Table 4.2.2.2-1: Measured delay with TCP MINDELAY enabled on LAN 
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TCP_MINDELAY enabled on WAN 
^ n r^  , ‘ � 95 % confidence interval •• client # Delay (sec) lower upper width 
1 1.6414 1.6382 1.6447 0.0065 
2 1.6738 1.6696 1.6781 0.0085 
3 1.6765 1.6722 1.6808 0.0086 
4 1.6950 1.6883 1.7016 0.0133 
5 1.7707 1.7585 1.7830 0.0245 
6 2.3262 2.3151 2.3373 0.0222 
Table 4.2.2.2-2: Measured delay with TCP—MINDELAY enabled on WAN 
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Although data is kept in the buffer for a longer time, the delay experienced by the 
clients with TCP MINDELAY enabled is much less than that with Nagle's algorithm. 
This shows that the improvement in the service time over weights the time spent in 
buffer. The improvement in the service time could be explained by the control of the 
number of packets sent into the network by introducing the aforementioned minimum 
delay. Before the expiry of the minimum delay time, only packets with size equals to 
maximum segment size can be sent. In this way, the number of packets exchanged 
between two ends can be better controlled, and the server performance can be better 
guaranteed. 
4.2.3 Limiting Delay by Setting TCP—MAXDELAY 
In the WAN experiment of the previous section, the arrival rate of update messages 
within a batch from the source agent is high. It is desirable to enable Nagle's algorithm. 
Typically, because of the high-arrival rate, a packet combining several messages 
within a batch that is of size MSS can be formed quickly (before the 
acknowledgements of the previous packets within the same batch return). In this way, 
the delay incurred by individual messages is small. Furthermore, Nagle's algorithm 
ensures that the server does not have to process too many small packets. 
If, on the other hand, Nagle's algorithm is disabled in the WAN experiment, although 
- t h e individual messages do not have to wait for previous acknowledgements to return, 
there will be many small packets for the server to process. This results in large 
� burdens on the server capacity and may cause the overall delay incurred by individual 
messages to be large. Therefore, under the high-load situation as in the previous WAN 
experiment, the enabling of Nagle's algorithm is recommended. 
In this section, we study a scenario in which the arrival rate of update messages within 
a batch from the source agent is lower than that in the previous experiment. That is, we 
study a light-load situation. Suppose Nagle's algorithm is enabled, since the messages 
arrive at the master server with large inter-arrival time, it will take a long time to form 
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a full-sized MSS packet. On the other hand, if Nagle's algorithm is disabled, such 
waiting to form an MSS packet will not be necessary. Coupled with the fact that in a 
light-load situation, the small packets will not overwhelm the server, we would 
therefore expect that disabling Nagle's algorithm would actually result in better delay 
performance. As we shall see, our experimental results confirm this conjecture. 
The above observation leads us to a quandary. Specifically, how does an application 
programmer who does not know the detailed inner-working of Nagle's algorithm 
know when to disable or enable Nagle's algorithm. Also, in a dynamic situation in 
which the number of clients may increase and decrease dynamically over time, what 
should the programmer do? We believe that it is preferable to create a new socket API, 
TCP_MAXDELAY with which the application programmer can set the maximum 
delay that can be tolerated by a message. TCP MAXDELAY scheme should be used 
with Nagle's algorithm enabled. Under the aforementioned high-load situation, 
TCP MAXDELAY scheme will not take effect because an MSS packet is formed 
before TCP MAXDELAY is reached. So, automatically we will have the advantage 
of Nagle's algorithm. In the second case, when loading is light, TCP MAXDELAY 
scheme will take effect to ensure that individual messages do not incur excessive 
delay. 
We now present experimental results to validate our claims above. In the experiment 
of this section, we consider two different situations: (1) the clients are connected to the 
master server over WAN where the round trip delay is around 500 ms and (2) the 
clients are connected to the master server over LAN with 0.1 ms round trip delay but 
delayed acknowledgement policy is enabled on the client side (i.e., temporary 
deadlock occurs). We set the inter-message time to around 2.2 ms so that the messages 
are evenly distributed across the whole inter-batch time (around 110 s) such that the 
accumulated output data size would not be larger than the maximum segment size in 
one round trip time. When the inter-message time is long enough that the master 
server is able to handle each message before the arrival of the next message, that is, the 
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master server is lightly loaded. We show with experiment result that, in this case, the 
application programmer will be able to limit the delay of data in the buffer by setting 
TCP MAXDELAY rather than simply disabling Nagle's algorithm, which may lead to 
performance degradation. 
Long Round Trip Delay (WAN) 
In this case, the round trip delay between the clients and server is around 500 ms, we 
set the maximum delay to be 50 ms, which is 10% of the round trip delay. Tables 
4.2.3-1 to 4.2.3-3 show that the delay experienced by the clients with Nagle's 
algorithm enabled is higher than that with Nagle's algorithm disabled when the 
number of clients is small. When the master server is lightly loaded, the increase in the 
number of packets exchanged between two ends does not worsen the efficiency of the 
master server. However, when the number of clients increases, the packets, which the 
software router has to handle, increase. Packets start to be dropped at the queue of the 
software router leading to a much longer delay as the overall network performance 
degrades. 
Nagle's algorithm disabled . 
client # Delay (sec) 一 9 5 � ^ �c o n f i d e n c e i n t e r ^ 
lower upper width 
1 � 0 . 5 2 6 7 0.5264 0.5270 0.0006 
2 0.5910 0.5874 0.5946 0.0072 
� . 3 0.6940 0.6909 0.6970 0.0061 
4 0.7188 0.7157 0.7219 0.0062 
5 0.7765 0.7735 0.7795 0.0060 
‘ ‘ • 6 1.0699 1.0225 1.1174 0.0949 
Table 4.2.3-1: Measured delay with Nagle's algorithm disabled for light-load 
situation over WAN 
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Nagle's algorithm enabled 
^ n r^  1 ‘ � 95 % confidence interval client # Delay (sec) lower upper width 
1 0.8602 0.8595 0.8609 0.0014 
2 0.8605 0.8599 0.8611 0.0012 
3 0.8323 0.8319 0.8327 0.0008 
4 0.8456 0.8435 0.8478 0.0043 
5 0.8325 0.8322 0.8328 0.0006 
6 0.8322 0.8319 0.8326 0.0007 
Table 4.2.3-2: Measured delay with Nagle's algorithm enabled for light-load 
situation over WAN 
TCP_MAXDELAY enabled 
,u T^  1 , � 95 % confidence interval client # Delay (sec) lower upper width 
1 0.5738 0.5735 0.5741 0.0006 
2 0.5739 0.5737 0.5741 0.0004 
3 0.5989 0.5970 0.6007 0.0037 
4 0.5740 0.5738 0.5742 0.0004 
5 0.5840 0.5821 0.5859 0.0038 
. 6 0.5741 0.5739 0.5742 0.0003 
Table 4.2.3-3: Measured delay with TCP_MAXDELAY enabled for light-load 
— situation over WAN 
-On the contrary, if Nagle's algorithm is enabled, the clients had to wait for a longer 
time due to the round trip delay of the acknowledgement. This is always the reason for 
'丨 turning off Nagle's algorithm for transmission of time-sensitive data. In this situation, 
TCP—MAXDELAY could be enabled to limit the maximum buffering time to a value 
that data can tolerate. 
When TCP一MAXDELAY is enabled, the master server will be forced to send the 
buffered data into the network if the congestion control mechanism allows, that is 
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Nagle's algorithm would not be followed if the round trip delay is larger than the 
maximum delay. This limits the maximum delay experienced by the clients which can 
be verified as follow. From Table 4.2.3-1 and 4.2.3-3, we notice that for one client, the 
delay with Nagle's algorithm disabled is about 0.52s and that with TCP MAXDELAY 
enabled is about 0.57s where the difference between the two values is roughly 50 ms 
(maximum delay set). And Fig. 4.2.3-1 shows that when 50 ms (10% of the round trip 
delay) TCP MAXDELAY is set, the delay experienced by the clients is shorter than 
that with Nagle's algorithm enabled. 
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Figure 4.2.3-1: Measured delay against number of clients for light-load situation over 
WAN 
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Temporary Deadlock Problem (200 ms Delayed ACK Timer) 
When the number of clients is small, the delay experienced by the clients is around 
0.033s. However, when the number of clients is increased to three, unlike in the WAN 
case, the connection (over LAN) now allows a high transmission of packets such that 
when Nagle's algorithm is disabled, the master server is no longer lightly loaded with 
the high transmission rate of small packets and becomes saturated. And, therefore, we 
conclude that although disabling Nagle's algorithm gives a relatively low measured 
delay in some cases, it is still not desirable. In the following experimental results, we 
will not include the case when Nagle's algorithm is disabled. 
With 200 ms delayed acknowledgement timer at the client side, Table 4.2.3-4 shows, 
as a result of deadlock, the delay experienced by the clients with Nagle's algorithm 
enabled is relatively high which is around 0.33 s. When we set the maximum delay to 
be 30 ms which is 15% of the delayed acknowledgement time, the delay experienced 
by the clients is reduced greatly to around 0.059 s, as shown in Table 4.2.3-5, which is 
around 17.8% of that experienced by the clients with Nagle's algorithm. The enabling 
of TCP一MAXDELAY solves the temporary deadlock problem between the two ends. 
From the above experimental results, we conclude that Max-Delay TCP Buffering 
scheme is effective in limiting the delay of data in kernel buffer. 
“ ‘ Nagle's Algorithm enabled 
cl ient # D e l a y ( sec ) 95 % c o n f i d e n c e interval 
l ower upper w id th 
1 0.330381 0.329684 0.331078 0.001394 
2 0.359100 0.358531 0.359669 0.001138 
, • . 3 0.330656 0.330225 0.331087 0.000862 
4 0.330817 0.330458 0.331177 0.000719 
5 0.331137 0.330870 0.331404 0.000534 
6 0.330960 0.330686 0.331234 0.000548 
Table 4.2.3-4: Measured delay with Nagle's algorithm enabled for light-load 
situation with temporary deadlock problem 
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TCP_MAXDELAY enabled 
client # Delay (sec) — c o n f i d e n c e interval 二 
lower upper width 
1 0.058748 0.058739 0.058758 0.000019 
2 0.058777 0.058766 0.058788 0.000022 
3 0.058820 0.058788 0.058852 0.000064 
4 0.058827 0.058816 0.058839 0.000023 
5 0.058837 0.058826 0.058848 0.000022 
6 0.058865 0.058856 0.058874 0.000018 
Table 4.2.3-5: Measured delay with TCP_MAXDELAY enabled for light-load • 
situation with temporary deadlock problem 
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4.3 Performance Sensitivity Discussion 
In this section, we extend the experiment in Section 4.2 to study the performance 
sensitivity of Nagle's algorithm and Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering scheme to 
different parameters. In Section 4.3.1，we study how the performance of Nagle's 
algorithm and Min-Delay scheme varies with the data size per invocation of send(). 
For a given size of data, the system can send the data into the connections in different 
ways: in a number of small packets or in fewer larger packets. Without delay control 
in the transport layer, the system sends the data into the connection whenever the data 
arrives in the kernel and Nagle's algorithm allows. On LAN, the acknowledgement 
arrives shortly after the packet is sent that the buffering of data on the sender side is not 
effective. The size of the packets the system sends is roughly given by the size of data 
per invocation of send(). The data size per invocation of send() will, therefore, affects 
the server efficiency with Nagle's algorithm on LAN. In Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, we 
study the effect of extra delay (round trip delay and minimum delay) experienced by 
the data in the kernel on the performance of the corresponding algorithm (Nagle's 
algorithm and Min-Delay scheme). 
4.3.1 Sensitivity to Data Size per Invocation of send() 
‘ I n this section, we study the sensitivity of the performance of Nagle's algorithm and 
Min-Delay scheme to the data size per invocation of send() in two cases: (1) when the 
. size of message from the source is varied and (2) when the size of messages from the 
‘source is kept at 6 bytes while the master server buffers the data before invoking send(). 
In this experiment, we keep the other parameters constant where the minimum delay is 
‘ 10 ms, the round-trip delay is 0.1 ms, the inter-batch time is kept at 50 s where 6 bytes 
of data are generated per 13 fis and 45 batches of 300k bytes data are transmitted in 
total. 
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Varying Message Size 
While the total data size is fixed, we study how the difference in the way of sending the 
data affects the performance of the server by varying the size of each message in our 
experiment. The source will only send the message to the master server when the 
accumulated data size reaches a particular size. In this case, there are two effects on 
the master server: (1) less but larger packets are received from the source and (2) less 
but larger packets are sent to the clients. As the number of clients is usually more than 
one, the effect in the reduction in the interaction between the clients and server 
dominates and is reflected in the experimental results. 
As the application forwards the data to the transport layer in a larger amount, the 
packets sent into the connection reduce. Therefore, we expect the server efficiency 
improves with the increase in the size of packets sent. When the size of packets sent is 
large, enabling Nagle's algorithm and TCP MINDELAY should give similar results as 
the delay has reached the minimum value and the improvement in the server efficiency 
given by the further reduction in the interaction between the two ends becomes less 
obvious. Tables 4.3.1-1 to 4.3.1-4 confirm the above claims. 
When the data size is very small, the master server has to handle a large number of 
packets from the source and forwards them to the clients. The master server is 
relatively busy that in one round trip time it only process one packet, therefore, the 
average packet size is roughly equal to the size of a message. When the data size is 
large, the number of packets handled by the master server decreases. The master 
^ server becomes less busy and in one round trip time it has forwarded a few message to 
the transport layer. Hence, we expect when the number of clients is higher, the data 
: size at which the difference in the measured delay with Nagle's algorithm enabled and 
that with TCP MINDELAY enabled is negligible would be higher as shown in Fig. 
4.3.1-1. 
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Nagle's algorithm enabled and three clients 
Data size Delay (sec) _ 95 % confidence i n t e r ^ # ket sent Data size per 
per sendQ lower upper width packet 
6 10.7208 10.7016 10.7400 0.0384 6614268 6.1231 
12 3.6293 3.5523 3.7062 0.1539 2246946 18.0245 
24 1.0953 1.0887 1.1019 0.0132 821432 49.3041 
48 0.8843 0.8818 0.8867 0.0049 59560 679.9866 
60 0.8360 0.8335 0.8385 0.0050 53912 751.2242 
120 0.8029 0.8003 0.8055 0.0052 42350 956.3164 
240 0.7870 0.7846 0.7894 0.0048 34664 1168.3591 
Table 4.3.1-1: Measured delay with Nagle's algorithm enabled and three clients for 
different message sizes 
TCP_MINDELAY enabled and three clients 
Data size ^ , , . 95 % confidence interval „ , ^ Data size per � � „ d A Delay (sec) , # packet sent , / per sendQ lower upper width packet 
6 1.5381 1.5362 1.5400 0.0038 34018 1190.5462 
• 12 1.1179 1.1158 1.1201 0.0043 33600 1205.3571 
24 0.9184 0.9161 0.9206 0.0045 33869 1195.7838 
48 0.8012 0.7986 0.8038 0.0052 29567 1369.7704 
- 60 - 0.7919 0.7892 0.7945 0.0053 29118 1390.8922 
120 0.7494 0.7469 0.7519 0.0050 32679 1239.3280 
240 0.7172 0.7143 0.7200 0.0057 31515 1285.1023 
-Tab le 4.3.1-2: Measured delay with TCP_MINDELAY enabled and three clients 
for different message sizes 
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Nagle's algorithm enabled and twelve clients 
Data size _ 95 % confidence interval " 丄 �… “ Data size per 
per sendQ lower upper width packet 
12 20.4093 20.3840 20.4346 0.0506 13008347 12.4535 
24 7.2996 7.1761 7.4231 0.2470 3866921 41.8938 
48 0.9333 0.9317 0.9349 0.0032 342004 473.6787 
60 0.8950 0.8935 0.8966 0.0031 239876 675.3489 
120 0.8378 0.8363 0.8393 0.0030 169956 953.1879 
240 0.8188 0.8167 0.8210 0.0043 142292 1138.5039 
Table 4.3.1-3: Measured delay with Nagle's algorithm enabled and twelve clients 
for different message sizes 
TCP MINDELAY enabled and twelve clients 
Data size 95 % confidence interval Data size per 
persendO 侧ay (sec) ^^^^^ upper width #Packetsent 
12 1.9498 1.9448 1.9549 0.0101 135644 1194.3027 
24 0.9744 0.9727 0.9761 0.0034 133250 1215.7598 
48 0.8520 0.8502 0.8537 0.0035 121386 1334.5855 
60 0.8348 0.8329 0.8367 0.0038 118072 1372.0442 
120 — 0.8091 0.8067 0.8115 0.0048 123793 1308.6362 
‘ 240 0.8095 0.8062 0.8127 0.0065 121071 1338.0578 
Table 4.3.1-4: Measured delay with TCP_MINDELAY enabled and twelve clients 
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Figure 4.3.1-1: Measured delay against message size 
Data Buffered at Master Server 
While the messages received at the master server are of size 6 bytes each, the master 
server buffer the messages before invoking the function send() until the accumulated 
data reaches a particular size. Keeping the total data size transmitted constant, the 
buffering of data at the master server reduces the number of packets sent. Based on the — 
-observation-in Section 4.2，we expect when Nagle's algorithm is enabled, the delay ” 
experienced by the clients should decrease when the packet size increases but more or 
less the same with TCP_MINDELAY enabled. 
Table 4.3.1 -5 shows that with Nagle's algorithm enabled, the delay experienced by the 
clients decreases proportionally to the decrease in the number of packets sent when the 
data size per invocation of send() is small. The measured delay decreases to a 
minimum and keeps constant when the data size increases to 60 bytes. This is because 
the time needed by the master server to forward the received messages dominates 
which is 1.6s in this case. The measured delay therefore remains constant even the 
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data size increases further. • 
Table 4.3.1-6 shows that the performance of Min-Delay scheme is insensitive to the -
data size per invocation of send(). The measured delay remains at around 1.6s for all 
data sizes. Buffering data for a period of the minimum delay set, the number of 
packets transmitted is controlled. Therefore, the measured delay is insensitive to the 
data size. 
Nagle's algorithm enabled and three clients 
Data size ^ , � � � � 95 % confidence interval „ i ‘ ‘ Data size per ^^ „ Delay (sec) , # packet sent , / per sendQ lower upper width packet 
6 9.8543 9.6304 10.0783 0.4479 6001930 6.7478 ‘ 
12 4.6079 4.5002 4.7156 0.2154 2917840 13.8801 ” 
24 1.6938 1.6898 1.6978 0.0080 1327783 30.5020 
48 1.6240 1.6218 1.6263 0.0045 756168 53.5595 
60 1.6219 1.6192 1.6245 0.0053 585067 69.2228 _ 
120 1.6029 1.6010 1.6047 0.0037 94382 429.1072 
240 1.6125 1.6107 1.6143 0.0036 73918 547.9044 
Table 4.3.1-5: Measured delay with Nagle's algorithm enabled and three clients for 
different buffering size 
TCP_MINDELAY enabled and three clients 
Data size Delay (sec) 95 Q/o confidence interval # ketsent Data size per 
per sendQ lower upper Width ^ packet 
6 1.5623 1.5599 1.5647 0.0048 34438 1176.0265 
12 1.5508 1.5486 1.5530 0.0044 37777 1072.0809 
24 1.5502 1.5452 1.5552 0.0100 33398 1212.6475 
^ 48 . 1.5457 1.5436 1.5478 0.0042 33414 1212.0668 " 
‘ 60 “ 1.5431 1.5411 1.5450 0.0039 33290 1216.5816 — 
120 1.5384 1.5360 1.5407 0.0047 33116 1222.9738 
240 1.5460 1.5439 1.5481 0.0042 32508 1245.8472 
Table 4.3.1-6: Measured delay with TCP_MINDELAY enabled and three clients “ 
for different buffering size 
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Figure 4.3.1-1: Measured delay against buffering size 
4.3.2 Sensitivity to Minimum Delay 
- A s shown in Section 4.2, enabling Min-Delay scheme can achieve better server -
efficiency. In this section, we will study how to determine the value of minimum delay 
and how the difference in the minimum delay affects the overall delay experienced by 
the clients. 
Firstly, we set the inter-batch time to 50 s where 6 bytes of data are generated per 13 [is 
and transmit 45 batches of 300k bytes data in total to give a high-load situation. In this 
high-load situation, the master server is busy when the messages arrive and therefore, 
the messages queue up at the server. As the application will forward the data to the 
transport layer at a very high rate, within the minimum delay, the accumulated data 
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will form a MSS full packet. In this case, increasing the minimum delay will not 
reduce the delay experienced by the clients further as most of the packets sent are 
full-sized packet. The measured delay is more or less constant for all different values 
of minimum delay as shown in Table 4.3.2-1. 
For light-load situation, we adjust the rate at which the data being generated to around 
6 bytes per 0.29 ms. In light-load situation, although when the minimum delay is 
small, the accumulated data may not be able to form a MSS full packet before the 
minimum delay expired, improving the server efficiency by reducing the number of 二 
transmitted packets does not result in a better overall performance. The server is not 
busy and therefore the computing power shared by the underlying transport layer does 
not lead to performance degradation. The measured delay does not vary with the value 
of minimum delay as shown in Table 4.3.2-2 when the number of clients is three. -
If we increase the number of clients to twelve, the server burden is increased and the 
computing power shared by the underlying transport layer becomes not negligible. 
Table 4.3.2-3 shows that in this case, further reducing the number of packets 
transmitted by increasing the minimum delay gives a slight improvement in the delay 
experienced by the clients. 
. - High-load situation with three clients 
min de lay D e l a y ( sec ) 95 % c o n f i d e n c e interval : 
(ms) l ower upper w id th 
10 1.5611 1.5588 1.5634 0.0046 
20 1.5716 1.5691 1.5741 0.0050 
30 1.5776 1.5752 1.5800 0.0048 
‘ “ 40 1.5960 1.5921 1.6000 0.0079 “ 
Table 4.3.2-1: Measured delay for different values of minimum delay in high-load 
situation with Min-Delay Scheme enabled and three clients 
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Light-load situation with three clients 
min delay Delay (sec) 95 % confidence interval 
(ms) lower upper width 
10 0.0795 0.0759 0.0831 0.0072 -
20 0.0932 0.0909 0.0956 0.0047 -
30 0.0942 0.0919 0.0965 0.0046 
40 0.0959 0.0936 0.0982 0.0046 
Table 4.3.2-2: Measured delay for different values of minimum delay in light-load 
situation with Min-Delay Scheme enabled and three clients 
Light-load situation with twelve clients 
min delay Delay (sec) 95 % confidence interval 
(ms) lower upper width 
10 1.9802 1.9513 2.009 0.0577 -
20 1.6631 1.6338 1.6925 0.0587 “ 
30 1.5190 1.4821 1.5558 0.0737 
40 1.5021 1.4662 1.5379 0.0717 
Table 4.3.2-3: Measured delay for different values of minimum delay in light-load 一 
situation with Min-Delay Scheme enabled and twelve clients 
4.3.3 Sensitivity to Round Trip Time 
On WAN, where the round trip time is long, Nagle's algorithm is effective in reducing 
the number of packets transmitted and improving the server efficiency compared to the 
.case on LAN, where the round tip time is short, as shown in Section 4.2. We observe 
that there is a relationship between the overall delays experienced by the clients and 
‘ the round trip time between the clients and server. We will study this relationship 
through a set of experiments in this section. _ 
To vary the round trip time between the clients and server, we adjust the propagation 
delay on our software router. However, as the software router itself takes up some 
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processing time, therefore, even when the propagation delay set is zero, the 
acknowledgement takes a few mini-seconds to arrive back at the server. 
Similar to that in Section 4.3.2，we consider both high-load situation and light-load 
situation. In high-load situation, we set the inter-batch time to 50 s where 6 bytes of 
data are generated per 13 ^s and transmit 45 batches of 300k bytes data in total. As ：： 
discussed in Section 4.2，the measured delay includes the propagation delay between 
the two ends. As the propagation delay between the two ends varies, the measured 
delay, which will also vary as a result of the adjustment in the propagation delay, fails “ 
to reflect the change in the delay experienced by clients. And therefore in this section, — 
we consider the net delay, which is the measured delay minus the propagation delay 
between the two ends, instead. Table 4.3.3-1 shows that when the propagation delay 
increases the number of packets transmitted decreases. However, for the net delay, 
when the propagation delay is small, it decreases slightly as the number of packets 
transmitted decreases, when the propagation delay is large, the net delay tends to 
increase with the propagation delay which should be due to the congestion control 
algorithm of TCP. 
In light-load situation, the inter-batch time is now set to 50 s where 6 bytes of data are 
generated per 1.4 ms and 45 batches of 300k bytes data are transmitted in total. Table 二 
4.3.3-2 shows that the trend of the net delay, when the propagation delay increases, is 
‘ j u s t the same as that in high-load situation as explained above. In both cases, the 
increase in propagation delay results in slight improvement in the server efficiency , 
when the propagation delay is small. On the other hand, when the propagation delay is -
larger, the effects of other factors dominate in the net delay experienced by the clients 
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High-load situation and three clients 
Propagation Delay Net delay 95 % confidence interval „ Data size per 
delay (ms) (sec) (sec) lower upper width ^^^ etsent packet 
0 1.6447 1.6447 1.6410 1.6484 0.0074 273575 69.0687 
10 1.6353 1.6253 1.6323 1.6384 0.0061 49715 124.4951 
20 1.6407 1.6207 1.6381 1.6433 0.0052 45763 139.4066 
60 1.6914 1.6314 1.6883 1.6945 0.0062 33365 277.4771 
100 1.7317 1.6317 1.7274 1.7360 0.0086 28294 481.6039 
140 1.8046 1.6646 1.7979 1.8113 0.0134 28250 678.4261" 
180 1.8453 1.6653 1.8341 1.8564 0.0223 28220 1037.7165 _ 
220 1.9663 1.7463 1.9399 1.9926 0.0527 28221 1078.2173 ： 
260 2.0929 1.8329 2.0613 2.1245 0.0632 28219 1235.3210 
Table 4.3.3-1: Measured delay for different round trip times in high-load situation 
with Nagle's algorithm enabled and three clients 一 
Light-load situation and three clients 
Propagation Delay Net delay 95 % confidence interval Data size per 
delay (ms) (sec) (sec) lower upper width 幷 Packet sent p^d^gt 
0 0.0605 • 0.0605 0.0603 0.0607 0.0004 586373 69.0687 
10 0.0467 0.0367 0.0464 0.0470 0.0006 325314 124.4951 
- 20 0.0654 0.0454 0.0651 0.0658 0.0007 290517 139.4066 
60 0.1486 0.0886 0.1481 0.1491 0.0010 145958 277.4771 
100 0.1880 0.0880 0.1877 0.1884 0.0007 84094 481.6039 
‘ 140 0.2537 0.1137 0.2532 0.2542 0.0010 59697 678.4261 
“180 0.4012 0.2212 0.3993 0.4031 0.0038 39028 1037.7165 ： 
220 0.4270 0.2070 0.4266 0.4275 0.0009 37562 1078.2173 ” 
260 0.4760 0.2160 0.4739 0.4781 0.0042 32785 1235.3210 
Table 4.3.3-2: Measured delay for different round trip times in light-load situation 




In this part, we have proposed and investigated a new scheme for controlling the size 
of the packets sent out by the TCP sender in a TCP connection. This scheme, called I 
Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering, allows the application programmer to specify 
the range of delay that is deemed permissible for the data forwarded by the application 
layer to the TCP layer in a single invocation of socket's send(). If the data is a small 
chunk of data, then the TCP layer will buffer it for an amount of time based on the -
- M i n - D e l a y specification. This allows the small chunk of data to be combined with 
data from later invocations of send() so that they can be sent out together as a single 
TCP packet, thus ensuring that the server and network capacities can be better utilized. 
‘To bound the delay, data will be sent out by TCP regardless of their size when 
Max-Delay is reached, 
i • 
Nagle's algorithm is a mechanism within TCP for limiting the number of small packets. 
Nagle's algorithm measures the network loading based on the round trip delay of the 
TCP connection. Roughly speaking, at most one small packet can be sent out in each 
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makes sense when the network is the communications bottleneck. When the server is 
the bottleneck, however, Nagle's algorithm may lead to widely varying server 
performance depending on the underlying network. On WAN, where the round trip 
delay is long, Nagle's algorithm is effective in reducing the number of small packets 
transmitted; on LAN, where the round trip delay is very short, Nagle's algorithm 
allows a large number of small packets to be sent. Our experimental results show that 
if the server application attempts to transmit a message of 300k bytes by invoking _ 
send() repeatedly to send out 6 bytes each time, the measured delay on LAN for the “ 
overall message can be up to nine times more than that on WAN. On a server with 
clients connected over different networks - some short-distance, some long-distance, 
some high bandwidth, and some low bandwidth, Nagle's algorithm may cause " 
unbalanced use of CPU time as far as serving these clients are concerned. 
The advantage of our proposed Min-Delay TCP Buffering scheme is that the buffering 
of small packets matches with the need of application itself. When combined with 
Nagle's algorithm, the decision of whether to transmit a small packet is based on both 
the application requirement and the network condition. We have studied the 
improvement of Min-Delay TCP Buffering scheme compared with that of Nagle's 
algorithm alone. The results demonstrate the measured delays with Min-Delay TCP 
Buffering scheme on both LAN and WAN are comparable to that with Nagle's 
- a l g o r i t h m on WAN. The Min-Delay TCP Buffering scheme yields better server -
efficiency regardless of the network situation. “ 
We have also investigated a case in which the data is time-sensitive and Max-Delay 
TCP Buffering scheme is used to force the sending of the data in the buffer. The _ 
advantage of Max-Delay TCP Buffering scheme is the flexibility in limiting the delay 
in the buffer according to the data nature. As demonstrated in our experimental results, 
Max-Delay TCP Buffering scheme protects the time-sensitive data from lengthy delay. 
In addition, we have also shown that a desirable side effect of Max-Delay TCP 
Buffering scheme is that it solves a well-known deadlock problem of Nagle's 
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algorithm in a much simpler way compared with previous proposals. -
Last but not least, Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering scheme allows a clean — 
separation of the application layer and transport layer so that application does not have _ 
to worry about the details of the underlying networks, such as whether the clients are 
likely to be connected from LAN or WAN and whether the Nagle's algorithm should 
be enabled. By extending the socket API, we show how Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP 
Buffering scheme can be set through the setsockopt() function. With the protection 
from Min-Delay-Max-Delay TCP Buffering scheme, Nagle's algorithm can be 
enabled at all time without the detrimental effects associated with it that have 
demonstrated in previous works. The Min-Delay-Max-Delay socket interface allows 
the application programmer to focus on the requirements of the application rather than 
the network - he/she will simply have to decide what is the range of delay that can be -
tolerated by the data forwarded to the TCP layer in each invocation of send(). 
Specifically, he/she does not need to worry about gathering enough data at the 
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CHAPTER 1 ： 
Introduction 
1.1 Brief Background 
TCP provides a reliable service in two ways: (1) each end acknowledges the other end 
for the data it receives and (2) each end controls its sending rate to avoid network 
congestion problem with the congestion control algorithm. 
- E a c h end acknowledges the other end for the latest data it receives in sequence. When 
a data segment arrives out of sequence, the TCP receiver will send the 
acknowledgment for the latest data it receives in sequence again. The TCP sender . 
assumes the unacknowledged data segment to be lost when three duplicated • 
acknowledgments received. However, the TCP sender will not receive the duplicated 
‘ acknowledgments if (1) the acknowledgment itself gets lost in the end-to-end 
communication path or (2) the lost data segment is not followed by other data segment “ 
transmitted or all follow up data segments are lost. The TCP keeps a timeout when it 
sends out a data segment within which the acknowledgment of that data segment 
should arrive. The data segment will be assumed to be lost when the timeout expires. 
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Duplicated acknowledgment and timeout reflects different likelihood and severity of — 
network congestion. The loss detected by duplicated acknowledgment is referred as -
transient while that detected by timeout is resulted from severe network congestion. 
TCP retransmits the lost data segment in the above two cases of packet lost, but with . 
different approaches according to the congestion control algorithm. 一 
The congestion control algorithm governs the reaction of TCP in response to the data 
lost. The TCP congestion control is based on dynamic congestion window"^ adaptation 
to give the best utilization of link capacity. The current most widely adopted version 
of TCP stack is TCP Reno in which slow start and congestion avoidance are two basic 
congestion control algorithms. These two algorithms determine the TCP congestion 
window evaluation by controlling two parameters: ssthresh (slow start threshold) and 
cwnd (the congestion window). Figure 1.1-1 shows the typical pattern of how the TCP 
congestion evolves. 
When a connection is first established, TCP starts with the slow start phase to probe I 
the available bandwidth of the connection. In slow start, the congestion window 
increases exponentially (increases by one for each acknowledgment received) until a 
segment loss is detected by duplicated acknowledgment or the congestion window has 
reached the slow.start threshold (ssthresh). TCP enters the congestion avoidance -
phase then. 
In congestion avoidance phase, the congestion window increases linearly (roughly 
increases by one every round trip time) until a loss is detected. The sshthresh would be 
.set to half of the cwnd at which the loss occurs. If the loss is detected by timeout, 
cwnd is set to 1 and TCP enters the slow start phase. If the loss is detected by 
‘ duplicated acknowledgment, cwnd is halved and TCP retransmits the data 
immediately (fast retransmit algorithm) and stays in the congestion avoidance phase 
(fast recovery algorithm). Staying in the congestion avoidance phase is the desired 
4 The congestion window is the maximum number of unacknowledged packets allowed to transmit. 
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situation for a connection as this additive increase and multiplicative decrease of 
window size (referred as AIMD algorithm) helps to steer the system towards a fair 
allocation of congested resources [Chiul989]. 
A 
Cort炉Uo" Avoidance 
o ‘ ‘ ^^ 今"/?‘"/ congestion — • 
j , E 
c / —^Fusi relraiisiiiission J 
6 /Slow Stan J 
J (ax,n,ne,uialgrow,IO 丨”.-/ /shnrSuw, 
i//»n limeoui ^^^ 
’ . • — 1 imc Figure 1.1-1: Congestion window (cwnd) dynamics 
Unlike reliable wired network where congestion loss, defined as a packet loss due to 
network congestion, is the main source of packet loss; packet loss due to noise, bit 
errors and etc are not negligible on wireless network. We refer these losses as random 
losses. 
The state of a TCP connection can be generally classified into two types: (1) under 
utilized and (2) fully utilized. TCP Reno has no knowledge of the congestion state of a 
connection. TCP Reno fails to distinguish the type of packet loss and applies the same _ 
. m u l t i p l e decrease to the congestion window (cwnd) for any loss detected. As random -
loss is not related to network congestion, the congestion window (cwnd) can be 
increased further to allow better utilization of available bandwidth. Yet, TCP Reno 
‘misrecognizes random loss as an indication of network congestion and reduces its ‘ 
congestion window as if there is network congestion. The additive increase and 
multiplicative 'decrease (AIMD) algorithm of TCP Reno results in poor link utilization 
on lossy networks. 
In this regard, TCP Veno [Fu2003] is a promising enhancement of TCP Reno. TCP 
Veno [Fu2001] modifies the AIMD algorithm of TCP Reno [RFC2581] to react 
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differently towards congestion and random losses. Firstly, TCP Veno introduces the -
network congestion state (cong_state) to its AIMD algorithm to distinguish the type of " 
loss detected. TCP Veno determines the cong_state using the network-congestion 
detection mechanism borrowed from TCP Vegas. If cong_state is false, the bandwidth 
of connection is under utilized, any packet loss is considered as random loss; otherwise, 
the connection is fully utilized and packets start to queue up, any packet loss is 
considered as congestion loss. Secondly, TCP Veno has different AIMD algorithms in 
congested and non-congested state. In this sense, TCP Veno is derived from a 
combination of TCP Vegas and TCP Reno (to be detailed in Chapter 2). 
1.2 Motivation and Two Analytical Models 
The initial research on TCP Veno relies on direct performance measurements with a 
real TCP stack implemented for NetBSD, FreeBSD and Linux as reported in [Fu2001]. 
This dissertation presents two analytical models for the new dynamic behavior of TCP ‘ 
Veno which gives more insights of the TCP Veno characteristics. The two analytical 
models help to confirm the measurement result and provide a way to study the 
sensitivity of the parameters introduced in TCP Veno. In particular, we concentrate on 
the TCP Veno behavior over lossy channels. 
- T h e first model gives a simple analytic characterization of the steady state throughput 
of TCP Veno as a function of loss rate and round trip time based on similar model for 
TCP Reno in [Padhl998]. However, assumption is made in the first model which 
becomes invalid for some parameters. Further, the sub-linear window size evolution 
behavior for higher window size is approximated as linear in [Padhl998]. We further 
contribute towards another Markov model based on the model in [Abou2000], which 
deduces the TCP dynamic behavior in a close manner by considering both linear and 
sub-linear evolution in congestion avoidance phase. 
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1.3 Organization of Part II 
The Part II of this dissertation is divided into the following chapters. Chapter 2 -
reviews the AIMD algorithm of TCP Veno and the analytical models in [Padhl998] 
and [Abou2000]. Chapter 3 presents the details of the derivation of our analytical 
models. The analytic results are analyzed and compared with experimental results 
together with comparison with TCP Reno in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we study the _ 
sensitivity of the throughput to the parameters introduced by TCP Veno. Finally, the 





2.1 TCP Veno Algorithm 
The major modifications to TCP Reno, introduced by TCP Veno [Fu2001], are (1) the 
introduction of a new state variable, cong_state, for identifying the connection 
congestion state and distinguishing packet losses (random and congestion) and (2) the 
refined AIMD algorithm for different states and types of packet losses detected. 
2.1.1 Packet Loss Type Identification 
.The new state parameter, cong_state, tells the current network congestion level. TCP 
Veno defines the connection as congestive when there are three or more backlogs in 
‘ the connection and sets cong_state to be true; otherwise, defines the connection as ‘ 
non-congestive and sets cong_state to be false. The determination of cong_state is 
based on the mechanism from TCP Vegas [Brakl994]. 
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As in TCP Vegas, TCP Veno measures the minimum round trip time (BaseRTT^), " 
which corresponds to the round trip time in case of no congestion. With no congestion, 
the number of backlogs in the connection is zero; BaseRTT is equal to the sum of 
transmission delays and the propagation delays. TCP Veno uses BaseRTT to calculate “ 
the expected rate of transmission as following: 
Expected = cwnd / BaseRTT 
When the sending rate increases beyond the link capacity, backlogs start to accumulate 
on the bottleneck link. The RTT measured increases with the number of backlogs as 
the packets experience an addition queuing time proportional to the number of 
backlogs. Let N be the number of backlogs and fj. be the bottleneck link capacity, we 
have: 
‘ RTT = BaseRTT + — " 
-
where the bottleneck link capacity is estimated by the actual rate transmission with 
the following equation: 
Actual{fj) = cwnd / RTT -
Hence, we have the number of backlogs equal to: 
“ N"= cwnd. 1 - BaseRTT ^^ N = BaseRTT . [Expected — Actual) 
V RTT 
With the above equation, the determination of cong_state is set as follow: 
5 Unlike the BaseRTT in TCP Vegas, which is set to the minimum RTT measured over the duration of 
the connection, BaseRTT in TCP Veno is reset whenever packet loss is detected. BaseRTT is then 
updated as in the original Vegas algorithm until the next fast-recovery or slow-start is triggered. This 
change takes into account of the dynamically varying traffic from other connections. 
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if (Expected - Actual)*BaseRTT > p 
cong—state = true 
else 
cong_state = false 
TCP Veno sets /5 = 3 (recall that the condition for cong一state is when there is three or — 
more backlogs on bottleneck link) based on extensive experiment [Fu2001]. 
The introduction of cong—state effectively divides the congestion avoidance phase into 
two phases: 一 
1. Random loss management (cong_state = false) 
In this phase, the bandwidth of the bottleneck link is under utilized. Any loss detected 
is supposed to be random loss; TCP Veno gives a more moderate reaction towards 
losses detected for better performance on lossy networks. 
2. Congestion management (cong—state = true) 
In this phase, the bandwidth of the bottleneck link is fully utilized with three or more 
backlogs accumulated and any loss detected tends to be congestion loss. TCP Veno 
adjusts the congestion window less aggressively. _ 
% — 
2.1.2 Refined AIMD Algorithm 
TCP Veno works the same ways as the TCP Reno in the slow start phase with a refined 
AIMD algorithm applied to the congestion avoidance phase. The refined AIMD ‘ 
‘algorithm can be divided into two parts corresponding to the two congestion window 
management phases (random loss management and congestion management) 
mentioned above. 
2.1.2.1 Random Loss Management 
In AIMD algorithm, for any loss detected, the congestion window (cwnd) would be 
decreased by a multiplicative factor c^ that is: 
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Otherwise, the congestion window is increased by 1/cwnd for each acknowledgment 
received (roughly the congestion window is increased by 1 in b RTT where b is the 
number of consecutive full packets received^ by the receiver before the receiver sends 
back the acknowledgement). In TCP Reno, the multiplicative factor ol is 0.5 for all 
losses. 
In random loss management phase, TCP Veno considers the loss detected as random 
loss which is supposed to be caused by factors other than network congestion. 
However, the recognition of random losses may not be perfect that a small fraction of 
the random losses detected may actually be congestion losses. For robustness and : 
fairness, TCP Veno continues applying multiplicative decrease to the congestion 
window in case of losses detected. TCP Veno reacts moderately towards the random 
loss detected by taking up a new multiplicative factor a = 0.8 (leads to less reduction in -
congestion window compared with TCP Reno) which is decided based on experiments “ 
[Fu2001]. 
2.1.2.2 Congestion Management 
In this phase, TCP Veno treats the losses detected as congestion losses and gives the 
same reaction (with a = 0.5) as in TCP Reno. However, as the congestion is about to 
occur, TCP should slow down the rate of additive increase in the congestion window to 
defer the self-induced congestion loss and allow TCP to stay longer in the region of 
more optimal transmission-rate. 
In TCP Veno, before the packet loss occurs, the congestion window increased by 
>. 1/cwnd for every I / 7 acknowledgment received (i.e., the rate of additive increase in 
cwnd is 7 times the original rate in TCP Reno). In other words, the congestion window 
6 When delayed acknowledgment policy is enabled, the TCP receiver sends one cumulative 
acknowledgment for two consecutive full packets received. In this case, b = 2. 
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is increased by 1 in b/7RTT. Based on experimentation, TCP Veno takes up 7= 0.5. 
2.2 A Simple Model of TCP Reno 
Jitendra et al. [Padhl998] models the TCP Reno's congestion avoidance behavior in 
terms of rounds where each round starts just after a packet loss and ends when another -
packet loss occurs as shown in Fig. 2.2-1. The number of packets n between two 
packet losses is considered as a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) random variables. In particular, Jitendra et al. assume each packet experiences 
a probability of p for being lost, that is: 
P[n = k] = { \ - p T ' ^ p for k= 1 , 2 . . . 






X packet loss 
. . I T l 1 
‘ _2__5 ZZCIEZ 一“ 
1 I 4 number of RTT 
^ . ‘ 1 2 3 4 ^ 
b b b 
Figure 2.2-1: Packets sent in one cycle (Fig. 2 in [Padhl998]) 
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Consider the round, as after the packet iij, Wj - 1 more packets are transmitted, 
where Wj is the congestion window at which the packet loss occur (the shaded areas in 
Fig. 2.2-1). Thus, the average total number of packets transmitted E[Y] is given by: 
E[Y] = E[n\ +E[W]-\ 
(2.2.1) 
P 
Let Xi denote the number of round trip time (RTT) passed when the packet loss occur 一 
in ith round. As it takes another round trip time before the TCP sender detects the -
packet loss, the average total time spend E[A] is given by: 
E[A\ = [E[X]^\\RTT (2.2.2) . 
And assuming the increase in congestion window is linear with slope 1/b, where b is 
the number of packets that are acknowledged by a received acknowledgement, the 
increase in congestion window is given by: 
孕 + f (2.2.3) 
Then we have: 
‘ E m = l - E [ X ] (2.2.4) 
Summing the number of packets sent in a round trip time based on equation (2.2.3), -
E[Y] is given by: 
朋 = m 〔 ， + _ _ i ) + 孕 （ 2 . 2 . 5 ) 
By equaling equation (2.2.1) and (2.2.5), it follows: 
— H d r ^ (2.2.6) 
Substituting into equation (2.2.4), we have: 
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柳"]jh^ (2-2.7) 
Then from equation (2.2.1) and (2.2.2)，the average throughput B(p) is given by: "“ 
In our model, we add some new variables (o; (3 and y) and assumptions for modeling 
the refined congestion avoidance behavior for TCP Veno based on the methodology 
employed in [Padhl998], which is described above. 
2.3 Stochastic Modeling of TCP Reno over Lossy 
Channels 
In [Aboul999] and [Abou2000], Alhussein et al. proposed a stochastic model for TCP 
Reno in which the inter-arrival time of random losses are considered as i.d.d. random 
variables, in particular, with exponential distribution. . 
In this thesis, we extend Alhussein et al. model to include the delayed 
acknowledgement variable (b) and the TCP Veno variables (o; /3 and y) for modeling 
the throughput of TCP Veno. By putting b = 1, 0!= 0.5 and 7= 1, our model will be 
. reduced to that by Alhussein et al. 
As the derivation of our Markov model is mainly based on that by Alhussien et al. and 
detail derivation of our Markov model is given in Section 3.2.2，the description of the 
derivation of Alhussien et al. model is omitted here. 
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Two Analytical Models 
In this chapter, we describe the derivation of the two analytical models for TCP Veno 
based on two previous analytical models for TCP Reno in [Padhl998] and [Abou2000]. 
For both models, we assume that the main packet losses are random losses that due to 
bit error or noise in the channel and congestion losses that are caused by buffer , 
overflow and all these packet losses are detected by duplicated acknowledgment. -
Therefore, TCP will mainly stay in the congestion avoidance phase in the steady state 
- a n d our model will focus on modeling the congestion window evolution for 
formulating the expected steady state throughput. “ 
3.1 Simple Model 
j‘： 》 
We model the dynamic behavior of TCP Veno by considering several special cases: (1) 
random-loss only case, (2) congestion-loss only case and (3) the general case (random 
+ congestion loss). Similar to [Padhl998], we model TCP congestion avoidance 
behavior in terms of "rounds". Each round corresponds to one round trip time (RTT). 
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Parameter Descriptions 
b The number o f full packets rece ived b y the receiver before sending 
back the a c k o w n l e d g m e n t 
p The probabil ity a transmiss ion results in a random loss 
T h e mult ipl icat ive factor applied to c o n g e s t i o n w i n d o w after a 
a random loss 
T The round trip t ime ( R T T ) 
W The steady state conges t ion w i n d o w s i ze 
Table 3.1.1-1: Model parameters for random-loss only case : 
3.1.1 Random-loss Only Case 
When the random loss rate is high enough, the congestion window keeps increasing -
additively and decreasing multiplicatively. The congestion window fails to increase to 
a value which results in three or more backlogs in the bottleneck link, the turning point 
of cong_state. TCP would then stay in the random loss management phase. The 
steady-state congestion window size will then be completely governed by the AIMD 
algorithm used in random loss management phase and we can ignore any limit on the 
congestion window from the link capacity. Table 3.1.1-1 summarizes the variables for 
this case. 
In steady state, a typical cycle starts with congestion window o:*W and ends with 
congestion window W. The cycle repeats itself infinitely. Additive increase algorithm , 
• says that the congestion window (cwnd) increases by 1/cwnd for every 
acknowledgement received. Consider a typical RTT, cwnd packets are transmitted in 
‘ the forward link while cwnd/b acknowledgements are received in the reverse link. 
Therefore, cwnd increases by 1/b per RTT assuming all cwnd packets are transmitted 
successfully. We define p to be the probability that a packet is lost. For successfully 
transmission of cwnd packets, the probability would be(l — pf""^ . The average 
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increasing rate of cwnd would approximately be: 
Rate. =丄.（1 一… increase ； v^ F / b 
On the other hand, any fail transmission of cwnd packets will lead to a reduction in 
cwnd. The probability for one or more fail transmission of cwnd packets -
isl - (1 - . The reduction in cwnd in a typical cycle is (1 一 o;)*W. Hence, we 
approximate the average decreasing rate of cwnd by: 
敝 己 = (1 - (1 - P 严 ( 隱 ⑴ ( 1 -仅)•炉 
The average value of cwnd is equal to the average value of the starting cwnd (c^W) 
and the ending cwnd (W). That is 
, 二 a-W + W ia + \)'W avg{cwnd) = = ^  
Assuming p is small enough so that O(p^) quantities are negligible, then we have: 
Rate. = — • (1 - p) 2 =一. 1 一 1 n 
b o \ 2 ； 
• 
= I-(I-P) 2 . ( 1 - — = �卜 〜 . p 
V / 
As mentioned, in this case, the congestion window is kept below the turning point of 
cong_state. The steady state congestion window size W is more or less constant with 
-approximately equal increasing and decreasing rate. By equaling the rate of increasing 
and decreasing rate, we have the following equation: 
^ (l-a')'fV' p (a + 1).妒 1 A 
2 ” J 2 " “ 一 r G (3.1.1.1) 
The steady state congestion window W is given by solving equation (3.1.1.1): 
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(3.1.1.2) 
The congestion window size W becomes arbitrarily large when a gets close to 1. This 
is obviously not true as W will eventually be limited by the link capacity leading to a 
congestion loss. And in this case, the random loss rate p should be high enough to 
keep the congestion window size W below the turning point of cong_state and TCP — 
stays in random loss management phase. By putting a = 0.5 (the multiplicative 二 
decrease factor used by TCP Reno), the above formula agrees with equation (14) in "； 
[Padhl998]. ^ 
For this case, the number of packets transmitted (Y) in a steady state cycle is 二 
approximated by summing cwndj where i = 1, 2 ... — 
2 (3.1.1.3) 
As cwnd increases by 1/b per RTT, the expected time taken for a typical cycle is: 
E[time_taken]=广)=(1 一 a ) • 6 . fF . T (3.1.1.4) 
Dividing Y by the expected time taken for a typical cycle, the throughput (Br) is given 
by: 二 
Substituting equation (3.1.1.2)，we get — 
. n / X _ j_ l + or 一 
‘ . ' � P ) =〒•如.b.(l — a).p (3.1.1.5) 
Compared this to the well-known TCP throughput formula in [Padhl998]: 
B 一 (P) = �.yjj：^ (3.1.1.6) 
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From (3.1.1.5) and (3.1.1.6), we have : 
•MM 
bXp) i + a 二 
This gives the potential gain in throughput above TCP Reno, for the regime B/p) is 
accurate. This ratio is 
around V3 for 
TCP Veno where a = 0.8. 
3.1.2 Congestion-loss Only Case 
In this section, we consider a total different extreme, which is when the random loss 
rate p equals to zero. In this case, there is no random loss, but only congestion induced 
loss. Figure 3.1.2-1 shows a sample evolution of congestion window which is 
composite of two phases: random-loss management phase (phase 1) and congestion 
management phase (phase 2). : 
With no random loss, the cwnd increases linearly (in phase 1) towards the turning 二 
point Wt where cong—state changes from false to true (in TCP Veno, Wt is equivalent to 二 
the cwnd which gives three backlogs on the bottleneck link) and enters phase 2. Then -
the cwnd continues to increase (but at a slower rate in TCP Veno) until a congestion 
loss occurs which ends a typical cycle. A typical cycle starts with cwnd = 0.5*W and 
ends with cwnd = W. Table 3.1.2-1 summarizes the additional variables for this case. 
W/2 r ^ ^ 
丄 ， Yi I Y2 I 
< > < > -
Phase 1 Phase 2 -
Figure 3.1.2-1: Congestion-loss only case -
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Parameter Descriptions 
Pc T h e probabi l i ty a t ransmiss ion results in a c o n g e s t i o n l o s s  
1 A fractional rate o f addi t ive increase , 0 <Y < 1 , appl i ed in p h a s e 2 : 
^ T h e s teady state c o n g e s t i o n w i n d o w s i z e w h e n cong一state b e c o m e 
Wt true I ： 
k T h e ratio o f Wt to W , k = W / W : 
11 • — — .1 I • — • - — 
• T h e incremental a m o u n t in average R T T in p h a s e 2 c o m p a r e d to 二  
p h a s e 1 二 
Table 3.1.2-1: Additional model parameters for congestion-loss only case 
In phase 2, TCP should lower the additive increasing rate of cwnd by a factor of y as 
the link has become congested. The cwnd is now increased by y/b per RTT. Phase 2 
ends with W when the link capacity is hit. The number of packet transmitted (Y2) and 
the expected time taken (Ty2) are: 
• ( 7 , ) l L l A U . � ( � ( 3 1 2 4 、 ： 
. ''r/b'{T + A) y \ ) (3.1.2.4) 
Using equation (2.2.1), we have — 
1 - n 
Pc 
六 . ( ( 4 - , ) - 4 . ( 1 - , H > 2 - � - 1 ^ = � （3 1 2 5 ) 
Solving (3.1.2.5), for small value pc, we get 
妒〜 8., “ 
〜乂办 . ; V ( ( 4 -力」 4 . ( 1 - , ) •众 2 ) ( 3 . 1 . 2 . 6 ) 
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And the throughput Br(pc) is given by 
Substituting (3.1.2.6), we have 
“ ( � _ V L b - P c -
卜((2-,)一2.(1-,)•作7>2.(1-作 A (3.1.2:7) ：： 
The parameter A accounts for the increase in RTT as packets start to queue up. The 
effect of including A does not change the nature of our derived throughput, so for 一 
simplicity we can assume A = 0. -
In TCP Reno, y = 1; while in TCP Veno, y = 0.5. By putting y = 1 and A = 0, equation 
(3.1.2.7) reduces to the familiar TCP formula equation (2.2.6). 
3.1.3 The General Case (Random + Congestion Loss) 
In this section, we consider a more general case in which both random and congestion 
loss may occur. We consider the window evolution between two congestion losses as a 
, typical cycle which repeats itself endlessly in steady state. Similar to the 
congestion-loss only case, a typical cycle is composite of two phases: (1) random-loss 
management (phase 1) and (2) congestion-loss management (phase 2) as shown in Fig. -
3.1.3-1. 
Same as the phase 1 in congestion-loss only case, cwnd increases at a rate 1/b per RTT; -
i • 
increases from 0.5*W to Wt. Nevertheless, in this case, there will be some losses 
(mostly random losses) in phase 1 which will be regarded as random losses in TCP 
Veno. These random losses give rise to the up and down of cwnd evolution in phase 1 
as shown in Fig. 3.1.3-1 where the actual sample path depends on the stochastic nature 
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of the random losses. We end up with phase 2 when cwnd grows to a large enough size 二 
(Wt). The phase 2 in this case is just the same as that in congestion-loss only case. 二 
Wt ^ ^ ^ 二 HI : W/2 Y r I Y2，  
< X • 
Phase 1 Phase 2 
Figure 3.1.3-1: The general case (random + congestion loss) 
Wii k l X -




‘ Figure 3.1.3-2: The effect of random losses on window dynamics in phase 1 
Parameter Descriptions 
n. The expected number of random losses in phase 1，in 
‘ ‘ steady state  
Wj The congestion window size at which the 产 random loss  
in phase 1 occurs : 
Table 3.1.3-1: Additional parameters for the general model 
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The window dynamics in this case can be considered in two extreme regimes of 
steady-state behavior. The first regime is when a is sufficiently small, and p is large 
compared to pc, which is the random-loss only case we analyzed in Section 3.1.1. In 
this case, the congestion window size does not reach that triggered by congestion 
detection (Wt), or in other words, we do not reach phase 2 in steady state. The second 
regime is for a sufficiently close to 1，or sufficiently small compared to pc, so that we 二 
always reach congested state after a few (or no) random losses. In this case, we give an : 
approximate analysis in the followings. The additional variables for our analysis are 二 
summarized in Table 3.1.3-1. 二 
Compare the window dynamics of phase 1 to that for the congestion-loss only case, -
cwnd increases in the same way except there is extra time taken for cwnd to recover 
from the reduction resulted from a random loss. As shown in Fig. 3.1.3-2，there is a 
random loss at cwnd = Wj, the reduced cwnd (Q;*Wi) takes around Tzi seconds to 
increases back to the original window size (Wi). This corresponds to a typical cycle in 
random-loss only case with W = Wj. Let Zj denote the number of packets being 
transmitted within the period ofTzi second, we have: 
Z , ; 去 ( 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 ) : 
- ^ r , = ( l - a ) . 办 ( 3 . 1 . 3 . 2 ) : 
The window dynamics of phase 1 can be considered as a major chain with a number of “ 
embedded small chains. The major chain follows that in phase 1 of congestion-loss __ 
only case while the embedded small chains are the same as that for random-loss only 
case. Assume there are n random losses in phase 1 and Yi and Tyi corresponds to the 
number of packets transmitted and time taken in phase 1 of congestion-loss only case 
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� . =T n + I X = & + (1 -办.厂 S R (3.1.3.4) 
j=l i=l 
The expected number of random losses (n) in phase 1，by definition, is: 
广厂. （3.1.3.5) 
Assuming the random loss probability is reasonably low enough, we make an 
approximation to get rid o fWj as follows: 
1 ffV ^ 二 
= (3.1.3.6) -： 
By solving (3.1.3.3)，(3.1.3.5) and (3.1.3.6), we eliminate n and Wj from Yi’ which is -
then in terms of other model parameters: — 
— « 
广 - 4 . ^ ( 4 .化 2 _ 炉 2) ： 
1 — 32-b-p-(l-a')-(2-fV,+fVf (3.1.3.7) 
In phase 2，the windows evolution is nearly the same as that in phase 2 of 
congestion-loss only case, except this phase may be ended by a random loss which is 
misrecognized as a congestion loss based on the TCP Veno algorithm. Hence, the 
number of packets transmitted (Y2’）is given by: 
p (3.1.3.8) 
Assuming that p is reasonably small that the loss in phase 2 is in fact the congestion •“ 
i » 
loss, we have: 
(3 13 9) . 
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(3.1.3.10) 
_ 
Finally, we have 二 
忍 = J b.Pc W “ (3.1.3.11) ： 
7V,.+7V2. RTT [(2_力_2(I — 力 . 小 尸 , . [ 2 ( I _ 力 二 
L \ + a 」 一 
where p'= — ' p •i\-a')-(\ + 2ky -W 
As W is defined as the steady state congestion window size at which congestion loss 
occurs (resulted from buffer overflow), W is totally governed by the link capacity and 
independent of any random loss. Therefore, in this case, W is the same as that in 
congestion-loss only case: 
Note, the throughput equation (3.1.3.11) involves an approximation to derive n and IV‘, 
. which is only true when a is close to 1 or;? is small, or both. When p is large such that 
Zi in equation (3.K3.1) given by the approximation of Wi in equation (3.1.3.6) is larger -
鲁 
than 1/p, the approximation of Wi becomes invalid. Also, the derivation of equation — 
(3.1.3.11) is also based on the assumption ¥2'= Y2 for the relationship in (3.1.3.8). 
Although equation (3.1.3.11) is rather complicated, it can be verified that it reduces to 
(3.1.2.7) whenp = 0. Usually, the first term in the numerator is much larger than the 
second. Both terms in the denominator are positive, and as a approaches 1，the second 
‘ term of the denominator approaches its minimum. Hence equation (3.1.3.11) is an 
increasing function of a . 
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3.2 Markov Model 
In this section, we study the dynamic behavior of TCP Veno by considering the arrival 
of random losses as a renewal process, where the inter-arrival times are independent 
and identically distributed random variables. We start with the study of the congestion 
window evolution of different TCP implementation in time base (in Section 3.2.1). 一 
We will then formulate the expected transmission of packets between arrivals of two 二 
random losses for deriving the throughput (in Section 3.2.2). -
3.2.1 Congestion Window Evolution J 
In this section, we study the congestion window evolution in the congestion avoidance 
phase which is the dominating phase governing the congestion window evolution in 
the steady state. The congestion avoidance phase could generally be divided into two 
phases: (1) the link bandwidth is under utilized, the sending rate of packets is governed 
by the congestion window of the TCP sender and (2) the link bandwidth is fully 
utilized, the sending rate of packets is bounded by the link capacity. 
The link bandwidth is fully utilized when the packets are being sent at the maximum 
transmission rate, which is determined by the link capacity (/x packets per second). As 
- the congestion window (cwnd) corresponds to the number of outstanding packets 二 
allowed in the connection and the time between the sending of a packet and the arrival 
of the corresponding acknowledgment is defined as the round trip time (RTT) of a 
‘connection, the sending rate of packets from the sender is roughly given by cwnd/RTT. 
So, we have the turning point cwnd, the point at which TCP enter phase II from phase . 
I，given by cwnd = /x *RTT that is the bandwidth-delay product of the connection. 
Table 3.2.1-1 summarizes the parameters we use in the later parts of this section. 
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I I -••• 丨丨-— - 丨••• • " 丨 - ‘ ‘ I — • Parameter Descriptions j 
‘ ‘“ “‘‘ ‘— 丨• ‘ ‘ •• ‘ — — • ‘ “ “―丨. . ^ 
b T h e number o f ful l packe t s r e c e i v e d b y the rece iver b e f o r e s e n d i n g : 
back the a c k o w n l e d g m e n t : 
_n T h e number o f packe t s transmitted -
A fractional rate o f addi t ive increase , 0 <Y < 1 , appl ied in p h a s e 2 
_T T h e round trip t ime ( R T T )  
W ( t ) T h e c o n g e s t i o n w i n d o w s i z e at t i m e t  
^ T h e s teady state c o n g e s t i o n w i n d o w s i z e w h e n the l ink b e c o m e 
" fu l ly ut i l i zed ( i .e . , W^ = m*T) 
^ T h e s teady state c o n g e s t i o n w i n d o w s i z e w h e n c o n g _ s t a t e o f T C P 
[ V e n o b e c o m e true  
^ T h e s teady state c o n g e s t i o n w i n d o w s i z e at w h i c h the c o n g e s t i o n 
c packe t occurs due to b u f f e r o v e r f l o w  
A fractional rate o f addi t ive increase , 0 < y < 1 , appl i ed in p h a s e 2 — 
w h e n W � > W t : 
Table 3.2.1-1: Parameters for the Markov model 
Phase I -- Under utilized bandwidth (W(t) < W^) -
In congestion avoidance phase, for both TCP Reno and TCP Veno, the congestion 
window W(t) is increased by 1/W(t) for every acknowledgment received. As W(t) of 
packets will be sent at time t, the expected number of acknowledgments received in 
one round trip time T is given by W(t)/b. In another word, the congestion window W(t) 
is increased by 1/b for every round trip time T. Then we have: 
dWjt) _ 1 
dt (3.2.1.1) 
Let to denote the time at which we begin studying the evolution of the congestion 
• 一 
window. Integrating equation (3.2.1.1) over t, we have the congestion window at to +1 -
given by: 
『 ( ,。 + , ) =勢 A (3.2.1.2) : 
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The number of packets transmitted between time instants to and to +1 will be given by 
integrating W(to + t)/T over t: 
. 卜 ( 3 . 2 . 1 . 3 ) ： 
Phase II - Fully utilized bandwidth (W^ < W(t) < Wc) -
When the link bandwidth is fully utilized, the sending rate of packets is no longer 二 
given by W(t)/T but the link capacity fi. For TCP Reno, the expected number of — 
acknowledgments received at a rate if jLi /b per second. The congestion window W(t) ‘ 
will, therefore, increase at a rate of /i/(b*W(t)) per second, that is: 
dW{t) _ // 
dt ~ b' W{t) (3.2.1.4) 
Integrating equation (3.2.1.4) over t, we have the congestion window at to +1 given by: 
f v ( , � + 0 = j v ( , � y + 2 . f . , (3.2.1.5) 
Since the bottle link has been fully utilized and the packets are transmitted at a rate of — 
fi packet per second, the number of packets transmitted between time instants to and to 
+1 is given by: 
“ 厂 ( 3 . 2 . 1 . 6 ) ： 
However, for TCP Veno, the cong_state become true at W(t) = Wt = W^ + 3 after which 
the increasing rate of the congestion window is lowered by a faction of y. So, when 
W(t) >Wt, the congestion window W(t) increases at a rate of Y*/x/(b*W(t)) per second 
r- » 
instead, that is: 
dW(t) ^ Y'H 
dt ~ b'W{t) (3.2.1.7) 
Integrating equation (3.2.1.6) over t, we have the congestion window at to +1 given by: 
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fV(t�+0 如 ) � 2 . � . t (3.2.1.8) 
As in this phase, the transmission of packets is totally determined by the link capacity 
fi, the change in increasing rate of the congestion window W(t) has no effect on the 
number of packets transmitted. The number for packets transmitted between time 
instants to and to +1 when W(t) >Wt is still given by equation (3.2.1.6). 
Summary of Congestion Window Evolution 
Table 3.2.1-2 summarizes the congestion window evaluation in phase I and II. """"" 
Phase I ( W � < w g Phase II < W � < Wc) — 
nto + 0 = n t o ( 3 . 2 . 1 . 2 ) w(t,+t) = . Wit,Y+2-^-t ( 3 . 2 . 1 . 5 ) " ^ b] V b 
T C P 
R e n o 1 � „ " � � 
" = 炉 + (3.2.1.3) n = M't ( 3 . 2 .1 .6 ) 
� w{t,+t)= W(t,f+2'^'t W ( t ) < W t (3.2.1.5) V b 
= (3 .2 .1 .2 ) 
T C P = W ( t ) > W t ( 3 . 2 . 1 . 8 ) 
V e n o 
_ \ f ] 三 
« + (3 .2 .1 .3 ) n = jU't ( 3 . 2 .1 .6 ) T 
V J II 
• ^^^^ 
Table 3.2.1-2: Summary of congestion window evaluation 
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3.2.2 Average Throughput Formulating 二 
Let Si denote the time at which the random loss occurs and Xi denote the time 
between 产 and (i +1 产 random losses, that is Xi = Si - S\.\ where i = 2，3 etc and Xi = Si. 
Assume that each arrival of random loss is an independent event and the inter-arrival 二 
time between two random losses is independent and identical random variable. The "“ 
inter-arrival times {Xi, X2 ..•} will be a set of i.i.d. random variable with probability 
density function f(x) and distribution function F(x). That means {Si, S2 ...} forms a 
renewal process with inter-renewal pdf f(x). In particular, we consider Xi as 
exponential distribution random variable with parameter X, where f{x) = X-and 
F{x) = Thus, 二 丄. 
X 
As {Xi, X2 ...} is a set of i.i.d random variables, Wj which denotes the congestion 
window at which i^hrandom loss occurs depends on the previous state Wm only. {Wi, 一 
W2...} forms a finite state Markov Chain (for 1 <Wi <Wc). 
In this section, we aim at formulating the average throughput of a TCP Veno session „ 
which is given by: 一 
• b - M I 
E[x] (3.2.2.1) 
where E[N] is the average number of packets transmitted successfully between the 
occurrence of two random losses, which is given by: 
E[N] = Y.E[N\Wl7:{W) (3 2 2 2) 
. w=\ \ • • • ) 
y • 
where Tris the steady state distribution of the Markov Chain W and on condition that W 
=wi , we have: _ 
E[N\W = w,] = >n\W = w,] (32.2.3) 
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Wt 
::::::巧 W i  
m.,...... 
•"". I  
W , | / ] W 2 W i ^ l aW i oiW \ 
k 5 k 〉 k I i 二 
X 丨 〉丨 tbl i X 二 
^ X ^ — 
(a) C a s e l - a W i , W2 (b) C a s e 2 — a W , & W2 > W^^  (c ) Case3 — a W i , W^ > W , .： 
Figure 3.2.2.1-1: Congestion window evolution between two random losses at Wi and — 
W2 for random-loss only case 
Similar to Section 3.1, in this section, we model the dynamic behavior of TCP Veno by 
considering several special cases: (1) random-loss only case, (2) congestion-loss only 
case and (3) the general case (random + congestion loss). In case (1) and (3) where 
random losses are involved, we will explain how E[N|W] and 7i(W) is formulated. 
3.2.2.1 Random-loss Only Case 
In this case, we consider W(t) from 1 to Wt before which the packet losses detected are “ 
considered to be random losses in TCP Veno. Let a denote the multiple factor applied 
on the congestion window when there is a packet loss. Figure 3.2.2.1-1 shows the -
congestion window evolution between two random losses with the first random loss 
occurs at Wi and another occurs at W2. 
‘ We define the following symbols: 
ta (tbl) denotes the maximum time spent in phase 1 (phase 2 when W < Wt) 
Na (Nbi) denotes the maximum number of packets transmitted in phase 1 (phase 2 
when W < Wt) 
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Ta(n) (Tbi(n)) denotes the time at which the n '^' packet is transmitted in phase 1 (phase — 
2 w h e n W < W t ) 二 
• 
Then, conditioned on Wi, solving equation (3.2.1.2)，（3.2.1.3)，(3.2.1.5) and (3.2.1.6), “ 
we have: 
t^=max{b-T-{fV^-a-fV,),Oi (3.2.2.1.1) 
"丨=max ，0 (3.2.2.1.2) 
b 
i f e \ -
义 = 7 又 … 妒 丨 ( 3 . 2 . 2 . 1 . 3 ) 二 
丨 （3.2.2.1.4) , 
if N^ > 0 , T^{n) = b'T'. a^ -W^ +2-—-b-T - a-W, (3.2.2.1.5) -
V b 
if = (3.2.2.1.6) 
LetF(fl) 二 ？r[X >a] = \ - F{a)，we have: 
E[N\W,=w,] = ⑷)+ 5 对M ⑷） （3 22 1 7) 
n=0 n=0 \ ' ' • • J 
For computing 7r(W), we consider the time taken for the congestion window size to 
reach W2 after a random loss occurs at W2. For W2 ^W^ (w2 > W^), where we let Ta(wi, : 
>' • -
W2) (Tbi(wi, W2)) denote the time taken for the congestion window size reaches W2 -
after a random loss at wi, we have: 
if a - w , = - a - w , ) (3.2.2.1.8) -
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丨，= + (3.2.2.1.9) 
2-— b — 
Let Pwi,w2 denote the transition probability and F{a,b) = F{a) - F{b), we have: : 
0 0 < Wj < a • w, — 
w^i.w2 =亿(7；—1,州2)，7；(冰1，州2+1)  � ( 3 . 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 0 ) ] 
(w,，W2), 7；, (w,，W2 +1)) max(ff" <W, 
With equation (3.2.2.1.10), we compute 7r(W) by solving 7i(W) = Pwi’w2*<W). By 
substituting the resulted 7r(W) and equation (3.2.2.1.7) into equation (3.2.2.2)，we get 
the E[N] which gives the average throughput B when divided by E[X] (E[X] = 1/X). 
Note that for TCP Reno, a = 0.5; and for TCP Veno, a = 0.8. 
3.2.2.2 Congestion-loss Only Case 
In steady state, we may not necessarily have both congestion avoidance phase I and 
phase II. The congestion window Wc at which buffer overflow occurs, is roughly 一 
equal to W^ + Bf where Bf is the buffer size at the destination which governs the 二 
number of backlogs on the connection. Define 6 as the ratio of the buffer size ” 
normalized by the bandwidth-delay product, 8 = Bf/W^. When d >1, the congestion “ 
window starts from W(t) after a congestion loss. In another word, TCP stays in 
phase II without going back to phase I. In case of 6 >1, to study the expected steady 
state throughput, we only have to estimate the throughput achieved in phase II which 
‘dominates in steady state. 
Let Na (Nb) denote the number of packets transmitted in phase I (phase II) and tA (te) 
i • 
denote the time spent in phase I (phase II) respectively. And in general, let Nb = Nbi + 
Nb2, where Nbi (Nb2) denotes the number of packets transmitted in phase II before Wt 
(after Wt) and tB = tBi + tB2, where tsi (tB2) denotes the time spent in phase II before Wt 
(after Wt) respectively. In the congestion loss only case, we have the normalized 
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5 < 1 : 丄 for TCP Reno 
b<l: .1 for TCP Veno 
b >1: for TCP Reno/Veno 
According to equation (3.2.1.2)，(3.2.1.3)，(3.2.1.5), (3.2.1.6) and (3.2.1.8), in general, 
we have: — 
r ( f v ] ] ‘ 
t , = W ^ - - ^ (3.2.2.2.1) “ 
. V ^ J ] ‘ 
X ( W ^ 一 
"广 F [ 玄 ( 3 . 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 ) 一 
f r w]^ ] , r { W]^ 
W , ' - m a x f f" A K - m a x 
tm =niax ——^I,, 2 J �’ o and = — — (3.2.2.2.3) 
b b 
. and ^B2=M'tB2 (3.2.2.2.4) 
For TCP Reno, put 丫 = 1; and for TCP Veno, put 7 = 0.5. 
3.2.2.3 The General Case (Random + Congestion Loss) 
In this case, we extend the random loss only case to consider 3 different cases: (1) no “ 
‘ congestion loss occurs between two random losses, (2) one or more congestion loss . 
occur between two random losses and (3) random loss occurs at W(t) >Wt. The range 
ofW(t) will be extended to from 1 to Wc. Figure 3.2.2.3-1 shows a sample congestion 
window evolution between two random losses for three different cases. 
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W “ W i | / ] W 2 W i l / I / M I ^ W2 
aW aW I 0.5W| 
tes k � y <^ i _ 
X 丨 ta :tb丨 tb2i tA tBl tB2i X • 
t丨 
X 
, �广 1 , (b) Case2 一 1 or more congestion , �广 � . (a) Casel 一 no congestion l o s s � , ^ (c) Case3 -Wi >Wt 
Figure 3.2.2.3-1: Congestion window evolution between two random losses at Wi and — 
W2 for the general case 二 
As indicated in Fig.3.2.2.3-1, let ti = ta + tb and tp = Ia + te where tb = tbi + tb2 and ts = 
tei + tB2. Consider when W(t) > Wt, W(t) will be reduced by half when a packet loss 一 
detected. Thus, we have: -
二 y r j i (3.2.2.3.1) 2 — - ‘ b 
Nbi (3.2.2.3.2) 
if > 0， T , , � ( 3 . 2 . 2 . 3 . 3 ) 
where Nb2 denotes the maximum number of packets transmitted in phase 2 when W > 
Wt and Tb2(n) denotes the time at which the n^*^  packet is transmitted in phase 2 when 二 
W >Wt. 
Let TA(n), TeKn) and TB2(n) denote the time at which the n^ packet is transmitted in 
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phase 1, phase 2 when W < Wt and phase 2 when W >Wt after (j+l^^ congestion loss 
respectively, we have: 
if N, > 0 , T,{n) = t, + j't^ (3.2.2.3.4) 
if A .^, > 0 , = (3.2.2.3.5) 二 
if > 0 , T,, (n) = (3.2.2.3.6) 
— 
Note that for TCP Reno or when Wi >Wt in TCP Veno, o; in Ta(n) has to be set to 0.5; 
otherwise, a = 0.8. In general, we have: 
F(Ta(n)) + £ ⑷） 
n=0 n=0 
A^-1 00 — Nb�-\ 00 — NS2-\ 00 — (3223.1) 
n=0 j=0 n=0 y=0 n=0 ；=0 
In addition to Ta(wi, W2), Tbi(wi, W2) in section 3.2.2.1，we add the following 
definition: 
Tb2(wi，W2) denotes the time taken for the congestion window size reaches W2 after a I 
random loss at w i , where W2 >Wt . 
Ta(wi, W2), Tbi(wi, W2) and Tb2(wi, W2) denote the time taken for the congestion -
window size reaches W2 after a random loss at wi and (j+1) congestion losses, where 
‘ W 2 W^ < W2 < Wt and W2 >Wt respectively 
‘ • • = V ^ ^ (3.2.2.3.8) 
b 
if 警 < 妒 " ， 丨 , ) = �y � + & 厂 卜 - 令 〕 (3.2.2.3.9) 
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( w V 二 
T,, (w,，) = + y � + G + ^ ^ (3.2.2.3.10) -
2上 b 
( w V 
= + — (3.2.2.3.11) 
b 
For the transition probability Pwi,w2，we have: 
0 0 < Wj < a • w, 
— W — 
尸(叫，W2)，T«(叫，冰2+0) -
7^;(vv"W2)，7;(W,，W2+1)) + |;^ 7;(W,，W2) + 7;(W,，W2 + 1)) _ 
7=0 2 
— f ^ ly . 
K\,w2 ~ ^ 2 
尸(Tfci(叫，冰2)’^ (w,,W2+l)) + ^ ’ ) + 7；,(’+1)) max{Pf;,a-w,}<M/2 ‘ 
j=o 2 
— 
7；2(州,’ Wj +1)) mdiK\W„a • w,} < < f；, < 
2^Kw2)，7;2(W,，W2 + 1)) + |;^ m(W,，W2) + 7;2(W,，W2+1)) m2ix{w„a • W,] < W^ < W^ 
y=0 2 
(3.2.2.3.12) 
Again, for TCP Reno or when Wi >Wt in TCP Veno, a has to be set to 0.5; otherwise, 
一 a = 0 . 8 . . . 
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Comparison with Experimental Results 
and Discussions 
In this chapter, we compare the results from our models to that reported in [Fu2001] to 二 
show the reliability of our model in evaluating the throughput of TCP Veno. As our • 
model is designed for single connection, in the following sections, we summarize three 
key experiment results of single connection: (1) throughput versus random loss 
probability, (2) throughput versus normalized buffer size and (3) throughput versus -
' bandwidth asymmetric factor. We discuss the results with respect to our models. 
4.1 Throughput versus Random Loss Probability 
As described in the previous chapter, TCP Veno is an enhancement of TCP Reno for 
random loss management. The throughput of TCP Veno should be comparable to that 
of TCP Reno on non-lossy networks and yield improvement over TCP Reno on lossy 
networks. In this section, we show the results that demonstrate the compatibility of 
TCP Veno to TCP Reno as well as the improvement of TCP Veno over TCP Reno on 二 
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lossy networks with different random loss probabilities. 
Figure 4.1-1 shows the plot of the throughput of TCP Veno and Reno versus random 
loss probability for both the experiment results from section 4.3.1 in [Fu2001] and the 
Markov model results. Note that in the Markov model, the random loss probability is 
not one of the parameters, instead the random loss probability is given by 1/E[N] 
where E[N] is the expected number of packets transmitted between two random losses. 
When the random loss probability is small, the losses detected are mainly congestion 二 
losses. The throughputs of TCP Veno and Reno are about the same for both the — 
experimental results and the Markov model results. This shows that when the 
congestion loss dominates, TCP Veno is compatible to TCP Reno in that TCP Veno can 一 
co-exist with TCP Reno in a friendly manner. The Markov model results, however, -
show a higher throughput (198kBytes/s to 199kBytes/s) that is roughly the same as the 
link bandwidth (200kBytes/s) while the experimental results give only around 
180kBytes/s. 
This gap between the Markov model results and the experimental results can be 
explained as follows: (1) in the experiment, the throughput is measured by dividing the 
total data size by the time elapsed for transmission (i.e., the measured throughput is 
goodput) which includes the header overhead and the packet retransmission overhead, 
while in our model, the throughput is estimated by the number of maximum-segment 
sized packet divided by the time taken where the header overhead is not included; out : 
of 200k Bytes/s, the TCP/IP header takes up roughly 6k Bytes/s (200k*40/( 1460 + 40)) : 
. w h e r e the TCP MSS is 1460 Bytes and the size of TCP/IP header is 40 Bytes; (2) our 
model does not model the retransmission of lost packets which takes up extra -
. transmission-time; (3) our model estimates the steady state throughput which does not ‘ 
consider the slow start phase which will worsen the overall throughput in real 
experiments; (4) our model approximates the time between the transmission of a 
packet and the arrival of the corresponding acknowledgement by the sum of 
propagation delay and the transmission time (1/bandwidth where the bottleneck link 
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bandwidth is in terms of packet transmitted per second) between two ends where the -
reaction time of the client in acknowledging the received packet is not considered; (5) .二 
we assume the TCP sender sends the next packet out immediately at the arrival of an 二 
acknowledgement of previous data transmitted while the reaction time of TCP sender : 
contributes to the transmission time needed; (6) the processing time of the software 
router, which forwards packets between two subnets in the experiments in [Fu2001], is 
not modeled; (7) the time needed for loss detection is not modeled. In light of the 
diversities mentioned above, we focus on comparing the relative performance between 
TCP Veno and Reno from our models and experiment results rather than the absolute 
value of the results. 
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Figure 4.1-1: Throughput for TCP Veno and Reno versus random loss probability for "“ 
both the experimental results and the Markov model results 
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When the random loss probability increases, random losses become the dominate 
packet losses. With proper random loss management, the throughput of TCP Veno 
degrades much more slowly than that of TCP Reno, which is demonstrated by both the 
experimental results and theMarkov model results. — 
In this network scenario, the maximum improvement of throughput of TCP Veno over — 
TCP Reno is observed at random loss probability (pr) of 0.01. For the experimental 
results, at pr = 0.01, the throughput of TCP Veno is roughly 127.5kBytes/s and that of — 
TCP Reno is roughly 81.6kBytes/s. The improvement of the throughput of TCP Veno _ 
over TCP Reno is, therefore, around 56% at pr = 0.01. For the Markov model results, 
at pr = 0.01, the throughput of TCP Veno is 157kBytes/s and that of TCP Reno is 
109.7kBytes/s. The corresponding improvement is 43%. With reference to Table 4.1 
in [Fu2001], at pr = 0.01，the number of timeouts triggered in TCP Reno is 12 while 
that in TCP Veno is only 3. As the effect of timeouts is not considered in our model 
derivation, at pr = 0.01，our model overestimates the throughput of TCP Reno by a 
greater proportion than that of TCP Veno. The lack of timeout consideration in our 
model accounts for the smaller improvement observed in the Markov model result 
compared with that in experimental results at pr = 0.01. -
• — 
When the random loss probability increases further, multiple losses are likely to occur “ 
in each RTT, the packet losses detected by timeouts dominate. As reported in Table 
“ 4.1 in [Fu2001], the numbers of timeouts triggered for TCP Reno and Veno are 199 , 
and 206 respectively, while the numbers of fast retransmissions triggered (action -
triggered by duplicated acknowledgement) for TCP Reno and Veno are 47 and 56 
respectively. The lack of timeout consideration in our model explains why our 
estimated throughputs for TCP Veno and Reno do not degrade quickly as observed in 
the experimental results. 
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Figure 4.1-2: Throughput for TCP Veno and Reno versus random loss probability for 
the simple model 
For the simple model, the shape of the curve is more or less the same as that for the 
Markov model results and the experimental results as shown in Fig. 4.1-2. However, 
- we observe that the throughput, which is around 260kBytes/s, is overestimated. The 
throughput is obviously not accurate as the throughput can never excess the link 
bandwidth of only 200kBytes/s. Recall that in the derivation of the simple model, the “ 
increase in the congestion window is assumed to be linear which is not valid when the 
link bandwidth becomes fully utilized [Laksl997]. As the increasing rate of 
congestion window of TCP Veno is only half of that of TCP Reno when cong_state is 
true, TCP Veno stays in this phase longer and therefore the overestimation of the 
throughput of TCP Veno will be greater than that of TCP Reno. 
Due to the difference in the overestimation of the throughput of TCP Veno and Reno, 
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we cannot compare the model results with experimental results in the same way that — 
we compare Markov model results with experimental results. Instead, we compare the 二 
throughput degradation of TCP Veno and TCP Reno at pr = 0.01. As shown in Fig. -
4.1-2, at pr = 0.01, the degradation of TCP Veno is 30% while that of TCP Reno is 54% --
for the experimental results. Our simple model gives 32% and 59% degradation for -
TCP Veno and Reno respectively which is comparable to that for the experimental : 
results. As the random loss probability increases, the phase in which the bandwidth is 
correctly estimated, dominates, and the overestimation is therefore less serious. 
Therefore, the higher degradation estimated by our simple model is still acceptable. 
Note that, in this network scenario, the approximation Wi (equation 3.1.3.6) is around 
16 which becomes invalid when the random loss probability (pr) is higher than 0.01 
where the curve "TCP Veno simple" ends. 
4.2 Throughput versus Normalized Buffer Size : 
The normalized buffer size is defined as the ratio of buffer size to the bandwidth-delay 
Bf ‘ . product {S = ). In this section, we study the effect of the buffer size at the 一 M-^TT • 
bottleneck link on the throughput of TCP Veno and Reno. We compare and discuss the 
- estimated • throughput of TCP Veno and Reno of the Markov model with that the 
experimental results for different normalized buffer size. Figure 4.2-1 (a) and (b) 
show the throughput of TCP Veno and Reno versus normalized buffer size on 
non-lossy networks and on lossy networks with random loss probability of 0.01. Note 
that the curves of the Markov model results are composed of results with different X 
(parameter governs the arrival rate of random losses) which give the corresponding 
random loss probability of roughly 0.01. 
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Figure 4.2-1: Throughput for TCP Veno and Reno versus normalized buffer size for 
both the experimental result and the Markov model results 
(a) on non-lossy networks (b) on lossy networks with random loss probability 0.01 
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When the normalized buffer size is large (6 >1), the throughputs of TCP Veno and 
Reno are roughly constant, where the gap between the Markov model results and the 
experimental results has been explained in previous section. On the lossy network, the 
throughputs of TCP Veno and Reno for both the Markov model and the experimental 
results are rougly the same as that in Fig. 4.1-1 at random loss probability 0.01. 
When the normalized buffer size is small (6 < 1), the throughputs of TCP Veno and 
Reno given by the experimental results decrease quickly while that given by the 
Markov model decrease more slowly. In the experiment, the transmission of packets is 
usually bursty while in our model derivation, the transmission of packets is assumed to : 
be one by one. The burstiness of packet arrivals at the bottleneck link may lead to 
multiple packet losses easily when the buffer size is small that the buffer fails to hold 
the packets, and hence timeouts occur. With reference to Table 4.2 in [Fu2001], when 
normalized buffer size is 0.1, the numbers of timeouts triggered for TCP Reno and -
Veno are 2470 and 2650 on non-lossy network and 2780 and 3120 on lossy network 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.2-2: Throughput for TCP Veno and Reno versus normalized buffer size for 
the simple model on non-lossy network 
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For the simple model, the flaw in the assumption of the linear growth of congestion — 
window is highlighted when the normalized buffer size increases as shown in Fig. •"； 
4.2-2. When the link bandwidth is fully utilized, the growth of congestion window is -
limited by the link bandwidth \i [Laksl997]. Without considering as a factor -
affecting the growth of congestion window, the estimated throughput given by the 一 
simple model for different normalized buffer size fails to reflect the actual throughput. 
4.3 Throughput versus Bandwidth in Asymmetric 
Networks 
The bandwidth asymmetric factor is defined as the ratio of the forward link bandwidth 
to the reverse link bandwidth where the link bandwidth is in terms of the number of 
packets per second. Figure 4.3-1 shows the forward link utilization plotted against the 
bandwidth asymmetric factor on non-lossy network. The shapes of the curves given — 
by the Markov model results and the experiment results agree with each other. " 
However, the constant gap (around 20%) between the Markov model results and the 
experiment results is expected as explained in section 4.1. 
In lossy asymmetric networks, lots of timeouts are triggered [RFC3449], which are not _ 
considered in our model and therefore the corresponding Markov model results and 
- experimental results are not compared here. 
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Figure 4.3-1: Forward link utilization versus bandwidth asymmetric factor on 
non-lossy network 
4.3 Summary 
In above comparison, the Markov model predicts correctly the relative performance of 
TCP Veno and Reno and the effects of different network parameters on the throughput 
of TCP Veno and "Reno. With the promising predictions observed above, we will study _ 
the sensitivity of different parameters introduced in TCP Veno which cannot be studied “ 
without changing the implementation TCP Veno in experiments. 
Despite of the flaws in the assumptions of the simple model, the simple model gives a 
close form of the average throughput of TCP Veno which gives us a rough idea of the 
effect of different parameters, both the network parameters and the parameters 





Sensitivity of TCP Veno Throughput to : 
Various Parameters 
The values of parameters introduced by TCP Veno are determined based on extensive -
experiments. However, one may still question the choice of these values. In this 
chapter, we study the sensitivity of the throughput of TCP Veno to various parameters 
introduced by TCP Veno. The parameters are: (1) the multiplicative decrease factor (a) 
applied to the congestion window after a random loss; (2) the number of backlogs (/3) 
" in the connection at which cong_state becomes true; and (3) the fractional factor (y) of 
additive increase of congestion window when cong_state is true. 
5.1 Multiplicative Decrease Factor (a) 
i • -
In TCP Veno, when random loss occurs, the congestion window will be decreased by a 
multiplicative decrease factor a (Wnew = a*Woid). Figure 5.1-1 shows the throughput of 
TCP Veno against the multiplicative decrease factor a for both the simple and Markov • 
models when the random loss probability is 0.01. The parameters are set such that the 
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approximation Wi (equation 3.1.3.6) is valid over the whole range of OL The difference 
in the simple model result and the Markov model result is mainly due to the 
assumption of linear growth of congestion window in the simple model derivation. 
When a is small, the throughput increases quickly with a As a approach 1, the --
improvement of increasing oi becomes less obvious. The best throughput is given by -
setting a = 1, however, this requires 100% confidence in the correctness of random . 
loss detection. In TCP Veno, a is set to 0.8 based on the experimentation for good 一 
fairness with TCP Reno. As demonstrated in the Markov model result, the choice of O! 
=0 .8 is reasonable as a higher value of a does not improve the throughput of TCP 
Veno much further. 
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Figure 5.1-1: Sensitivity of throughput to alpha (a) on lossy network with random 
loss probability 0.01 
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5.2 Number of Backlogs (jS) and Fractional 
Increase Factor (7) 
When there are /? backlogs in the connection, the cong_state becomes true and TCP 
Veno reduces the increasing rate of congestion window where rateven�= 7*rateReno-
From equation (3.1.2.7), we notice that when there is no random loss, TCP Veno 
performs better than TCP Reno for all different values of (3 and 7. In this section, we 
focus on the phase where cong—state is true; the simple model result, which __ 
overestimates the throughput in this phrase, is not included. Figure 5.2-1 shows the -
throughput of TCP Veno versus jS on a non-lossy network with different values of 7 
where /3 varies from zero to the buffer size of the bottleneck link. 
7 shows marginal improvement (<1%) in the throughput. TCP Veno attains a higher _ 
throughput with its strategy of slowing down the window growth when cong_state is 
true. However, when 7 decreases further, the increase in improvement observed 
decreases. And small 7 has an implication that in case more bandwidth is freed up in 
the network, the TCP Veno connection will be slow to exploit such bandwidth, because 
TCP Veno adjusts the congestion window very slowly which is undesirable. The 
greatest improvement is observed when 7 is changed from 1 to 0.5. TCP Veno, 
therefore, takes 7= 0.5. 
For 13, when jS is small, the throughput is less sensitivity and the best throughput is 
obtained when jS = 0; when approaches the buffer size of the connection, the I 
throughput decreases quickly. This is because the main improvement of TCP Veno 
over TCP Reno on non-lossy network is due to the slower window growth strategy 
when cong_state is true. The smaller the value of the longer period of time the 
slower window growth strategy applies. However, if (3 is very small, the network 
fluctuation can easily trigger the change of cong_state from false to true. The value of 
(3 should be reasonably large. 
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Figure 5.2-1: Sensitivity of throughput to beta (3) and gamma (7) on non-lossy 
network 
Figure 5.2-2 shows the cases for different random loss rates (X). On the contrary to the 
congestion-only case, when there are random losses, when cong_state is true, all 
packet losses detected are assumed to be congestion losses, which result in a greater 
proportion decrease in sending speed than when random losses are detected. Yet, if the 
random loss rate (X) is high enough, random loss may still occur when cong_state is 
true. When /3 increases to the buffer size of the connection, the period where random 
losses are mistaken will be shortened. Therefore, the throughput increases with (3 as 
the probability of wrong recognition of congestion losses, which lead to severe 
window reduction, is lowered. As shown in Fig. 5.2-2, the improvement in throughput > » 
becomes less when is larger than half of the available buffer size. Half of the 
available buffer size will be a reasonable value for jS. In addition, when the random 
loss rate (X) decreases, the wrong recognition problem of congestion losses become 
less serious, the sensitivity of throughput to /3 reduces. 
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From the above two cases discussed, we notice there is a tradeoff in determining the 
value of p while the value of y does not affect the throughput greatly. TCP Veno 
chooses p equals to three and 7 equals to 0.5 based on extensive experiments. 
Furthermore, we can conclude from the above two cases that the best value of p is 
related to the available buffer size in the connection. Adjusting the value of P based on 
the network condition may give a promising enhancement. 
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TCP Veno is an enhancement of the widely used TCP stack, TCP Reno. By " 
distinguishing between random losses and congestion losses, TCP Veno yields a better 
performance with its random loss management. When the packet loss detected is a 
random loss, the sending rate would be reduced by 1/5 in TCP Veno instead of 1/2 in 
TCP Reno to prevent network bandwidth under-utilization. When the network 
bandwidth becomes fully utilized, the increase in sending rate will be slowed down by 
„ half so that TCP Veno can maintain the high sending rate for longer. In the original 
proposal, a typical performance improvement of 56% is shown by the experimental 
results. 
In this part of this thesis, we have extended two conventional TCP steady state -
throughput analyses to include the new controlled parameters introduced by TCP Veno 
for modeling the overall throughput. We have presented two models of TCP Veno: a 
simple model and a Markov model, which study the performance throughput in the 
presence of random losses. 
The simple model expresses the throughput of TCP Veno as a function of loss rate. 
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However, the assumptions made and the approximation of the linear increase in 
congestion window when the link becomes fully utilized have to be improved. The __ 
Markov model gives a more accurate approximation of the throughput by considering -
the arrival of random losses as a renewal process where the inter-arrival time is -
exponentially distributed. : 
By checking against the extensive experimental results of TCP Veno presented in the 二 
original proposal, we validate that our analytical models give a good approximation of 
the steady state throughput. Our analytical models help to confirm the improvement of 
TCP Veno over TCP Reno, especially on lossy networks. In addition, our analytical 
models give a deeper insight into the effect of the new controlled parameters 
introduced by TCP Veno on the dynamic behavior and the throughput of TCP by 
showing the effects of varying these parameters on the throughput. With our models, 
investigators can first study large numbers of different network scenarios and 
parameter settings quickly before narrowing down the interest cases for further studies 
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